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ABSTRACT 

In light of the current opioid epidemic, the past 20 years have made it clear that 

parental life experiences can significantly impact the behavior and neurobiology of 

their offspring. Preclinical studies indicate that addiction reflects the interaction of 

an individual’s environment, genetics, and epigenetic modifications they inherit 

from their parents. Epigenetic mechanisms - including DNA methylation, histone 

modification, and small non-coding RNAs – refer to the complex interaction 

between genes and the environment, which produce heritable changes in germ 

cells that are transmitted to offspring to ultimately influence the brain development 

and subsequent vulnerability to develop a substance use disorder. The 

overarching goal of this dissertation was to characterize the behavioral and 

neurobiological effects of paternal morphine exposure on addiction-related 

endpoints in offspring. A highly translational rodent model of paternal morphine 

self-administration was used to produce first-generation (F1) male and female 

adolescent and adult offspring. As a reference, offspring derived from morphine-

exposed fathers were called morphine-sired offspring, and offspring from saline-

exposed fathers were called saline-sired offspring. In chapter 2, we revealed that 

male morphine-sired progeny are more sensitive over time to the pain-relieving 

effects of morphine. In the periaqueductal grey, an important pain-related brain 

region, we identified gene expression changes in regulators of G-protein signaling 

proteins that could partly account for this phenotype. In chapter 3, we 

demonstrated that adult morphine-sired male offspring self-administered more 
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morphine; were more motived to earn morphine infusions compared to controls; 

and had more baseline mu-opioid receptor binding in the ventral tegmental area. 

Next, in chapter 4, we found that a drug-abstinence period of 90 consecutive days 

following 60 days of morphine exposure in sires was sufficient to prevent 

morphine-sired males from self-administering more morphine than controls. In 

chapter 5, we showed that this addiction-like phenotype did not extend to 

adolescent male or female offspring. Lastly, in chapter 6, using the incubation of 

craving paradigm, we found that paternal morphine exposure significantly reduced 

cue-induced active lever pressing for heroin in morphine-sired males. Taken 

together, these results add to the growing body of literature that show paternal 

preconception experiences can impact behavioral and neurobiological endpoints 

in offspring, perhaps via a(n) epigenetically inherited mechanism(s) in the 

germline.  
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CHAPTER 1 

GENERAL INTRODUCTION 

Opioid addiction is a major public health issue on an epidemic scale in the 

United States [1, 2]. According to the Center for Disease Control (CDC), 

widespread exposure to exogenous opioids such as morphine has led to increase 

dependence and death of over 750,000 Americans [2, 3], and has caused an 

economic burden estimated in the tens of millions on the healthcare system, law 

enforcement, and, lost productivity [4]. Collectively, family, adoption, and, twin 

studies estimate that the heritability of one having an opioid use disorder (OUD) is 

~ 43 – 60% [5, 6], and reports suggest that the familial transmission of drug 

dependence abuse is eight times greater among individuals with a family history 

of abuse [7-9]. Moreover, researchers have suspected that polymorphisms in the 

mu-opioid receptor gene (OPRM1) – rs1799971 being the most widely studied - 

may contribute to risk for opioid dependence [10, 11]. However, this risk variant 

has yet to provide a direct biological relevance associated with the pathogenesis 

of the disease [11, 12]. Thus, the risk of developing an OUD, like most psychiatric 

disorders, is widely conceptualized as a product of one’s genetics and 

environmental interactions [13]. As such, the contribution of additional factors that 

are involved in opioid addiction susceptibility must explain this prevalence, a 

phenomenon called “missing heritability”. Recently, the important and widely 

debated belief is that another link accounts for the missing heritability of complex 

diseases like drug addiction [14, 15]. Many studies are now underway and are 
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focused on unraveling these alternative non-genomic biological mechanisms that 

may contribute to opioid addiction susceptibility. 

Defining Epigenetic Inheritance 

Epigenetics, first coined by Conrad Waddington in the 1940s [16], initially 

described the relationship between phenotypic variations not causally associated 

with genetic change [16, 17]. Epigenetics is thought to provide an explanation for 

the complex interplay between the environment and inherited genetics that can 

cause addiction [18-20]. The term epigenetics is often very difficult to define as 

different groups have developed different meanings. More recently, epigenetics 

can be viewed as the study of the molecular mechanisms that influence gene 

expression without alterations in the DNA sequence [19, 21]. Another more widely 

accepted definition states that it is the study of mitotically and/or meiotically 

heritable changes in gene function that cannot be explained by changes in the 

DNA sequence [22]. This third definition highlights the heritability of acquired traits 

or characteristics that cannot be explained by genetics. One common theme 

among these definitions is the recognition that environmental experiences have 

the ability to influence gene expression and phenotypic variations. Several studies 

have shown that epigenetic states are induced by external environmental 

experiences [23-25]. Though, to avoid the spread of abnormal epigenetic states, 

there are several mechanisms in place to remove these epigenetic marks, 

including reprogramming of DNA methylation and chromatin proteins. For 

instance, during the critical window of sex-determination, there is complete 

removal of DNA methylation marks within the germ line, and at the point of gonadal 
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sex determination the DNA is remethylated in a male or female specific manner 

[26]. These changes in gene expression are governed by a number of mechanisms 

that coordinate the accessibility of the transcriptional machinery to DNA to 

ultimately activate or repress gene expression. 

Within the definition of epigenetics is the idea that phenotypic changes can be 

stably transmitted across generations. This notion of an acquired ancestral trait 

was first proposed by Jean Baptiste Lamarck [27]. His theories on heredity posited 

that under specific environmental conditions, there would be adaptive traits or 

characteristic (phenotypes) that would suit those environments best and would 

improve the fitness and reproductive capacity of the organism. If these conditions 

persevere in subsequent generations, and sexually mature males and females 

reproduce under these conditions, Lamarck theorized that these adaptions would 

become transmissible, thus reducing the developmental burden of offspring who 

would need to shift phenotype in order to survive and reproduce. In other words, 

Lamarck believed that ancestral environments were the main driver of phenotypic 

variation in subsequent generation. However, given the lack of a mechanistic 

explanation, Lamarck’s ideas were mocked and dismissed in support of Mendelian 

heritance that theorized the less flexible DNA sequence-based explanation of 

inheritance [28-30]. However, we now know more than ever the significance of 

parental experiences in influencing subsequent generations. The idea that entire 

populations of people may continue to be impacted by the experiences of their 

parents have made evolutionary biologists reconsider the importance of the 

Lamarckian view of evolution. Over the past 20 years, advances in our 
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understanding of the dynamics of genetics and epigenetic modifications, together 

with a more complex appreciations of the behavioral events that influence 

inheritance of certain parent-of-origin effects, there has been a resurgence of 

preclinical and clinical evidence indicating that ancestral life experiences can 

significantly impact behavior and biology of their progeny [29]. Researchers now 

consider Lamarck’s and Darwin’s theories to be compliments of each other rather 

than being mutually exclusive.  

Epigenetic Inheritance Across Generations 

Distinction between inter- and -transgenerational inheritance  

As epigenetic inheritance studies become more widespread, an important 

distinction between intergenerational and transgenerational inheritance of 

epigenetic information must be recognized. For intergenerational inheritance, 

gametes are directly exposed to an environmental insult and the resulting 

phenotype is passed from parent (F0) to first-generation offspring (F1) [26]. If this 

phenotype is observed in generations that never received direct exposure to the 

environmental insult, then transmission is characterized as transgenerational. 

Thus, paternal drug exposure prior to mating can directly influence sperm, which 

can influence early developmental programming and impact first-generation (F1) 

offspring. This is characteristic of an intergenerational effect. If this phenotype 

remains stable and occurs in F2 or subsequent generations, it would be considered 

as transgenerational. In studies that examine the maternal lineage, transmission 

of parental experiences must be observed in the F2 generation in non-pregnant 

females and F3 generation and beyond to be considered as transgenerational 
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(Bale, 2015). In this dissertation, I focused on examples of intergenerational 

inheritance as it has been mainly demonstrated for paternal morphine exposure.  

Examples of paternal generational inheritance in humans   

There are several convincing archival reports in humans demonstrating that 

parental information is transmitted across generations. The most famous example 

occurred in the remote community of Overkalix, Sweden. Historical records of food 

harvest and food supply indicated greater chances of risk of diabetes-related 

mortality in grandsons if their paternal grandfather experienced a food surplus 

during his lifetime [31, 32]. Moreover, paternal smoking before puberty was linked 

to greater body mass in sons [31]. A more recent report showed intergenerational 

effects of paternal post-traumatic stress (PTSD), prior to conception, on reduced 

cortisol levels and enhanced response to dexamethason in adult offspring [33, 34].  

Examples of paternal generational inheritance in rodent models 

Diet  

Several preclinical studies have also associated paternal preconception 

exposures with alterations in offspring phenotype. For instance, rat fathers fed a 

high-fat diet induced glucose intolerance and impaired insulin secretion in first-

generation female offspring [35]. These female offspring had altered expression of 

pancreatic islet genes that regulate blood glucose levels [35]. Another study 

reported that high-fat diet given to male mice results in male and female offspring 

having greater body fat, blood cholesterol, and triglycerides [36]. Interestingly, both 

paternal and offspring exposure to a high-fat diet was associated with reduction in 

offspring sperm motility and seminal fluid composition, resulting from increased 
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testicular temperature from fat accumulation [36]. Similar to a high-fat diet, 

offspring of males fed a low protein diet had elevated hepatic expression of genes 

involved in lipid and cholesterol biosynthesis [37]. Lastly, paternal low protein diet 

was associated with impaired glucose tolerance and has been shown to impact 

blood pressure in both male and female offspring [38]. These results, along with 

the human epidemiological evidence indicate that paternal diet can impact lipid 

metabolism in offspring.  

Stress 

Paternal exposure to stress can adversely impact the health of offspring. 

Male mice conditioned to fear the scent acetophenone prior to mating produced 

first and second-generation male offspring that feared the same scent as their 

father [39]. This effect in the male offspring was specific to one fragrance, and it 

occurred despite offspring never having smelled the odor prior to the initial 

challenge [39]. In another study, exposure to chronic stress by sires, resulted in 

offspring having decreased HPA axis responsivity as measure by plasma 

corticosterone levels, and increased expression of glucocorticoid responsive 

genes in stress-regulating brain regions [40]. Other researchers have also 

demonstrated the transmission of stress-induced pathologies from father to 

offspring [41, 42].   

Drug exposure 

In a series of studies in which sires were exposed to chronic cocaine self-

administration, researchers found that the adult male offspring showed resistance 

to cocaine self-administration [43] and had deficits in hippocampal-dependent 
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memory formation as measured by the object location memory task [44]. The 

blunted behavioral response of cocaine was associated with increased brain 

derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) in the medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC) [43], 

while the memory deficits resulted from a reduction in NMDA receptor-mediated 

hippocampal synaptic plasticity [45]. Although this phenotype did not persist into 

the second generation, these male offspring did show a blunted behavioral 

response to cocaine-induced behavioral plasticity [46].  

In contrast to these findings in cocaine-sired male offspring, two previous 

studies showed that adolescent female, but not male offspring of cocaine-exposed 

fathers exhibited deficits in both attention and working memory [47, 48]. A later 

study reported no effects on learning in either male or female first-generation 

offspring [49]. The differences in these two reports are likely due to variations in 

methodology as the strain of rodents used, their age, and the route of drug 

administration differed between studies. Several other examples demonstrated the 

effects of paternal environmental exposures on offspring have been shown for 

other abused drugs, including alcohol [50-54], cocaine [55], and nicotine [56-58]. 

It should be noted that no studies has yet to examine the effects of paternal 

cannabis exposure on offspring health outcomes. In the case of the female 

germline, while maternal transmission of environmental experiences is well-

acknowledged, studies in this dissertation will focus solely on paternal exposures 

since there is a limited number of preconception parental morphine exposure 

studies conducted. 
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The underlying mechanisms of the abovementioned paternal effects are 

assumed to be epigenetic modifications transferred through the germline. 

However, conducting human epigenetic inheritance studies presents many 

challenges, including meticulous monitoring of individuals across multiple 

generations, the need for longitudinal data which can be extremely costly and time 

consuming, and the need to rule out ecological and cultural inheritance that is 

practically impossible for human studies [59]. Rodent models of drug use can 

certainly circumvent these methodological problems. Many sophisticated designs 

are used to assess epigenetic inheritance from mother, father or both parents (see 

[60] for review). In these studies, male and female rodents of the parent generation 

are exposed to an environmental insult (e.g., drug exposure), then the exposed 

male (or female) is bred to a drug-naïve mate. In both cases, large numbers of 

offspring are generated that require increased workload, cost, and animal space. 

To reduce this demand and control for in utero and postnatal maternal care effects, 

the paternal line is often chosen because the sires’ main contribution to the 

neurodevelopment of the next generation is restricted to the information in his germ 

cells that is easily accessible and abundant.   

It is important to note, however, that research on the differential-access 

hypothesis suggest that sires’ “fitness” can influence subsequent maternal care for 

pups through social engagement during times of breeding [61, 62]. To test this 

hypothesis, several paternal exposure studies, including work from our laboratory, 

have confirmed that sires’ history of drug exposure had no impact on maternal care 

investment to offspring [43]. Other studies have used cross-fostering procedures 
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to control the influence sires may have on the postnatal investment by dams [63]. 

These studies also validate that transmission of these effects occurs through the 

germline [39, 64]. Together, these inheritance studies suggest that rodents are a 

reliable model system for probing whether preconception environmental insults are 

transmitted through the germline to subsequent generations to impact disease-

related behaviors. 

Non-genomic Mechanisms of Paternal Generational Effect 

As mentioned above, epigenetics is broadly defined as stable states in gene 

expression changes without changing DNA sequence. A growing number of 

reports have investigated whether the sperm epigenome can retain information 

from an environmental insult and shape offspring neurodevelopment. The exact 

mechanism by which transmission occurs is still not fully understood. However, of 

the many epigenetic mechanisms studied (see [65] for review), DNA methylation 

at cytosine residues, histone post-translational modifications, and small noncoding 

RNAs, are widely examined. As mentioned earlier, it was initially thought in order 

to prevent the perpetuation of abnormal epigenetic states, genome-wide 

epigenetic reprogramming events early in embryogenesis would remove all 

accrued epigenetic marks. However, it is clear that some marks are retained and 

influence development in subsequent generations [21, 66, 67]. This section will 

focus on potential epigenetic mechanisms implicated in the transmission of 

parental experiences.  

DNA methylation 
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Methylation of DNA is the first molecular factor identified in the 1970s [68]. 

It involves 5-methylation of cytosine at cytosine preceding guanine (CpG) islands 

within a strand of DNA. Methylation is generally associated with transcriptional 

silencing of genes by physically blocking the enzyme RNA polymerase II [69, 70], 

thought it can also induce gene activation by mediating the conversion of cytosine 

residues into 5-methylcytosine by de nova DNA methyltransferase enzymes 

(DNMTs). At fertilization, most of the methylation marks are removed from sperm 

in order to enable pluripotency in early embryogenesis [71]. As such, it was thought 

that male germ cells did not deliver any epigenetic memory to oocyte at fertilization. 

However, advances in DNA sequencing technology have allowed researchers to 

characterize the functional epigenetic landscape in sperm.  

The best-known example of an altered methylation pattern in sperm came 

from a rodent study in which pregnant rat dams were exposed to the endocrine 

disruptor, vinclozolin, a fungicide used in vineyards [72]. This insult resulted in 

reduced sperm capacity and increased incidence of male infertility, decreased 

testicular spermatid number, and epididymal sperm number and motility; all of 

these effects lasted across multiple generations [72]. In fathers, one report 

indicated that over one thousand differentially methylated regions were identified 

in the sperm of rats with prediabetes [73]. In another study, paternal cocaine 

exposure altered F1 hippocampal Crhr2 expression [43] and DNA 

methylatransferase 1, which has a critical role in germ cell imprinting, in the 

paternal sperm cells [47]. Notably, it was shown that maternal exposure to cocaine 

also induced decreased DNA methylation in the hippocampus of male offspring 
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[74]. Additionally, other studies have shown that environmental toxins and 

pesticides [75, 76], paternal prediabetes and obesity [73, 77], and drug-seeking 

motivation can impart DNA methylation changes in sperm.  

Histone post-translational modifications 

Within the nucleus of each cell, DNA strands are wrapped around proteins 

octamers known as histones. Each histone is formed from a combination of four 

proteins represented twice: H2A, H2B, H3, and H4 [78, 79]. Each histone protein 

is wound with approximately 147 base pairs of DNA, a unit known as the 

nucleosome [80]. As DNA and associated proteins (chromatin) tightly coils 

(euchromatin), gene expression is repressed. If chromatin loosens its configuration 

(heterochromatin), transcription factors and associated transcriptional machinery 

such as RNA polymerase II are capable of accessing DNA to initiate gene 

transcription. Additionally, modification of the N-terminal tails of these histone by 

acetyl or methyl groups regulate the affinity of phosphate-rich DNA to influence 

gene expression by either relaxing (permissive) or tightening (repressive) the 

histone’s grip on DNA [81]. During the early stages of spermatogenesis, histones 

are replaced with highly basic protamines, which were thought to render sperm 

transcriptionally quiescent [82, 83]. However, recent finding has determined that 

environmental factors, including drugs of abuse, can lead to homeostatic 

responses in mature sperm within the epididymis.    

 There is evidence that paternal exposure to cocaine self-administration 

increased acetylation of histone 3 (H3) and associated BDNF promoters in the 

male germline [43]. This increased BDNF expression resulted in a BDNF-
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dependent decrease in cocaine-seeking behavior in first-generation male progeny 

[43]. Other reports have focused on acetylation of lysine 9 H3, as it has been 

reported to play a role in promoting gene-expression in the brain [45]. In another 

study, fear conditioning to the scent acetophenone resulted in hypomethylation of 

the receptor for acetophenone in parental and first-generation sperm, suggesting 

an inheritance cascade at an epigenetic level [39]. Given that this is still a relatively 

new field, understanding the conformational changes involved in sperm chromatin 

that allow for the regulation of gene expression remains an area of intense 

research.   

Small noncoding RNA  

Lastly, small noncoding RNA content in sperm can influence gene expression 

in the beginning stages of development and represent another plausible 

mechanism underlying the transmission of drug experience in fathers to their 

offspring [84]. This modification includes a family of RNAs including microRNA, 

piwi-RNA, and snoRNA.  Though it is not directly involved in chromatin structure, 

it does have the capacity to regulate gene expression by selectively targeting 

messenger RNA (mRNA) with sequence homology to either repress translation or 

complete degradation of the mRNA molecule [85]. There is also accumulating 

evidence that small RNAs may interact with epigenetic mechanisms to initiate 

gene-specific methylation patterns [86, 87]. 

An early study demonstrated that paternal stress exposure impacts the 

microRNA content in mouse sperm and the resulting offspring showed a blunted 

HPA stress axis response [40]. In a follow-up study, recapitulation of this 
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behavioral phenotype was achieved through microinjection of these microRNAs 

into single-cell zygotes, indicating a mechanism of epigenetic transmission from 

sire to offspring [88]. Similarly, in another study, microinjection of small RNA 

content from the sperm of mice that experienced a traumatic stress early in life 

resulted in offspring exhibiting a subset of phenotypes observed by natural mating 

[42]. Interestingly, microinjection of microRNAs into single-celled zygotes have 

been shown to induce a white tail color phenotype in rodents [89] and thicken heart 

muscles [90]. This phenotype could also be transmitted to wild-type offspring. In 

humans, an altered sperm microRNA environment have been associated with 

obesity [91] and smoking history [92]. Other studies have found that early life stress 

and a high fat diet can alter microRNA content [42, 77, 93]. Together, these results 

suggest that microRNAs in sperm are capable of altering offspring phenotype.  

Inter-and-transgenerational Effect Of Paternal Morphine Exposure 

A substantial number of intergenerational and transgenerational morphine 

exposure studies have examined maternal effects [94-101]  and recently, there is 

a growing body of evidence that paternal manipulations can also impact offspring 

behavior and biology. The next section of the introduction will summarize the 

current findings on the intergenerational effects of paternal preconception 

morphine exposure.  

Effects on anxiety-like behavior in offspring 

Studies employing F0 paternal morphine exposure have found contrasting 

results for affective behaviors that are highly co-morbid with drug abuse in offspring 

derived from paternal morphine exposure. Some have found increased anxiety-
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like behavior in adult male and female F1 offspring of F0 fathers exposed to 

morphine [102, 103], while others report no change in anxiety-like behavior in 

either male or female F1 offspring of F0 morphine-exposed fathers [104]. This 

difference in behavior may have been due to the different paternal drug delivery 

methods and the experimental design used in either study. It is important to note 

that other researchers have found increased anxiety-like behaviors, as assessed 

by open field activity and elevated plus maze performance, in male F1 offspring of 

F0 heroin-exposed fathers [105]. These studies demonstrate that paternal opioid 

consumption can influence anxiety-like behavior in offspring.  

Effects on cognition in offspring 

In addition to mood disorders, cognitive impairments closely associated with 

chronic opioid exposure have been assessed in F1 offspring of F0 fathers exposed 

to morphine. Selective disruption in hippocampal-independent objection location 

memory was found in F1 female but not male rats from F0 fathers exposed to 

chronic morphine prior to mating [104]. However, hippocampal-dependent memory 

assessed by a battery of memory tasks was left intact in male and female progeny 

of morphine-exposed rats [102, 104]. Another study reported that adult F0 Wistar 

sires treated with morphine orally produced offspring with decreased synaptic 

plasticity in the hippocampus, an important neural correlate that play a major role 

in learning and memory [106]. Long-term potentiation (LTP), the persistent 

strengthening of synapses between nerve cells, is a form of synaptic plasticity and 

is involved in learning and memory [107]. Previous studies suggested that 

alterations in synaptic plasticity is implicated in the pathogenesis of addiction [108] 
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and anxiety [109]. Thus, it is not surprising that morphine-sired F1 offspring display 

reduced lengths and numbers of dendritic branches in hippocampus neurons 

[102]. Importantly, overexpression of insulin-like growth factor 2 (IGF-2), a peptide 

hormone involved in neurogenesis and synaptic plasticity [110], in the 

hippocampus prevented anxiety-like behaviors in morphine-sired offspring [102]. 

Together these studies indicated that paternal preconception morphine exposure 

can impact cognitive processes related to learning and memory.   

Effects on pain sensitivity in offspring 

Studies have examined the sensitivity to the antinociceptive properties of 

morphine in male and female offspring from morphine exposed F0 fathers. For 

example, chronic morphine exposure in adolescent F0 rats did not affect pain 

perception, as measured the formalin pain test, in adult male F1 offspring [111]. 

Female offspring were not tested in this experiment. In contrast, chronic exposure 

to morphine in adult F0 sires resulted in male F1 offspring with an enhanced 

analgesic response to morphine in the tail-withdrawal assay [112]. This phenotype 

was not present in the F1 female offspring, however, F2 female offspring did exhibit 

enhanced analgesic responses of morphine [112]. Importantly, previous reports 

suggested an association between analgesic sensitivity (inability to feel pain) and 

abuse of analgesic drugs such as morphine [113]. Thus, assessing pain sensitivity 

can serve as an alternative to understanding opioid abuse. Lastly, a single dose of 

morphine given to adult male F0 sires 24-hrs before breeding with drug-naïve 

dams resulted in morphine-derived males, but not female, offspring with enhanced 

sensitivity to the antinociceptive effects of morphine as measured by the hot plate 
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assay [114]. Taken together, these behavioral results suggested that paternal 

morphine exposure has a contributing effect on complex and varied behavioral 

endpoints in offspring in a sex- and generation-specific manner.  

Effects on morphine reward in offspring 

Morphine exposure in sire has multigenerational consequences in offspring 

reward processing. Morphine-sired offspring show heightened sensitivity to the 

pain-relieving effects of morphine [112]. Morphine-sired male but not female 

Sprague Dawley rats also exhibit heightened morphine-derived analgesic 

sensitivity [115]. Morphine exposed Sprague Dawley male rats produced female 

but not male offspring that exhibited enhanced motivation for oxycodone but not 

cocaine [116]. Overall, it seems that greater sensitivity to the pain-relieving effects 

of morphine confers greater morphine reward.  

Effect on offspring biology  

Paternal morphine exposure also has been shown to induce 

transgenerational effects of cellular morphology changes in offspring. Specifically, 

morphine-exposed F0 fathers produced F2 male offspring with decreased 

synaptophysin levels in the brain [112]. Given that this protein is present at all 

terminal buttons on neurons in brain, this reflects decreased synaptic connection 

is present in the brain of morphine-sired male offspring. 

Opioid receptors and gametes 

Accumulating evidence indicate that mu-opioid receptors are contained in 

the human male reproductive tract [117]. Paternal gametes are receptive to 

endogenous endorphins and enkephalins found in high concentration in semen 
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and sperm [118, 119] as well as the exogenous opioid-agonist morphine. 

Furthermore, kappa and delta-opioid receptors are expressed in the female 

reproductive organs, possibly having a role in oocyte maturation [120]. Therefore, 

the existence of opioid receptors on gametes may induce transgenerational effects 

and support proper embryo development.  

Overview of Dissertation 

The experiments in this dissertation were aimed to characterize the 

intergenerational effects of paternal morphine exposure on offspring behavioral 

and neurobiological outcomes. Specifically, in chapter 2, I showed that male 

morphine-sired progeny had no baseline changes in response to a painful pinprick 

to their hind paw but were more sensitive over time to the pain-relieving effects of 

morphine. Additionally, in periaqueductal grey, an important pain-related brain 

region, I identified decreased gene expression changes in regulators of G-protein 

signaling proteins that could partly account for this phenotype. In chapter 3, using 

the multigenerational rodent model of paternal morphine self-administration, I 

demonstrated that male, but not female offspring of morphine-exposed sires are 

more vulnerable than controls to self-administer morphine. Additionally, mu-opioid 

receptors, which mediate positive reinforcement following activation by morphine, 

are expressed greater in the ventral tegmental area. In chapter 4, which is 

motivated from chapter 3, I assessed whether the drug-taking phenotype observed 

in male progeny persisted following an abstinence or washout period in sires. In 

Chapter 5, I examined whether the adolescent offspring of morphine-exposed 

sires are also vulnerable (or resilient) to self-administer heroin. Finally, in chapter 
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6, I examined heroin-seeking and relapse using the incubation of craving paradigm 

in adult male and female progeny of morphine exposed sires.  
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CHAPTER 2 

THE EFFECTS OF PATERNAL MORPHINE EXPOSURE ON 

MORPHINE-INDUCED PAIN RELIEF IN ADULT OFFSPRING 

Abstract 

Parental history of opioid exposure is seldom considered when prescribing opioids 

for pain relief. To explore whether parental opioid exposure may affect sensitivity 

to morphine in offspring, we developed a “rat pain scale” with high-speed imaging, 

machine learning, and mathematical modeling in a multigenerational model of 

paternal morphine self-administration. Interestingly, we find that the most 

commonly-used tool to measure mechanical sensitivity in rodents, the von Frey 

hair, is not painful in rats during baseline conditions. We also find that male 

progeny of morphine-treated sires had no baseline changes in mechanical pain 

sensitivity but were more sensitive to the pain-relieving effects of morphine. Using 

RNA sequencing across pain relevant brain regions, we identify gene expression 

changes within the RGS family of proteins that may underlie this multigenerational 

phenotype. Taken together, this “rat pain scale” revealed that paternal opioid 

exposure increases sensitivity to morphine’s pain-relieving effects in male 

offspring.  
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Some of the content in this chapter was originally published in Science 
Advances: Toussaint, A. B., Foster, W., Jones, J. M., Kaufmann, S., Wachira, M., 
Hughes, R., ... & Abdus-Saboor, I. (2022). Chronic paternal morphine exposure 
increases sensitivity to morphine-derived pain relief in male progeny. Science 
advances, 8(7), eabk2425. 
 

Introduction 

Prenatal environmental factors have profound and long-lasting influences 

on behavior and physiology [37, 39, 63, 121-126]. For example, paternal opioid 

exposure alters memory, reward processing, anxiety, and aggression in offspring 

[18, 104, 116, 127]. However, relatively little is known about prenatal morphine’s 

impact on pain. Previous studies have shown that prenatal exposure to opioids 

can lead to changes in sensitivity to opioid-derived antinociception [128, 129]. 

However, the regimen and nature of the exposure of the parental generation, 

consisting of high acute doses to both sires and dams limited the possible 

interpretation and translation of these findings to clinical populations. Here, we 

focused on the paternal lineage because it lays the foundation for better 

understanding of biological processes underlying the transmission of chronic 

opioid exposure across generations. This approach circumvents potentially 

confounding factors such as changes in maternal care, that are known to alter 

behavioral endpoints related to affect and pain. Moreover, the work presented here 

leveraged chronic volitional consumption of morphine that closely mimics the 

chronic exposure related to chronic pain treatment and/or substance abuse. 

Together, we combined these highly translational approaches with a novel tool to 

assess pain in rats to systematically delineate changes in baseline mechanical 

pain processing and antinociception following acute morphine treatment.  
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Traditional measurements of pain in rodents rely on relatively low-resolution 

reflexive paw withdrawal assays that use the withdrawal frequency, latency, or 

threshold as a behavioral proxy for pain sensitivity [130, 131]. However, these 

measures do not provide an objective assessment of an animal’s internal pain 

state since they rely on the subjective assignment of stimulus intensity by an 

experimenter and the read-out is the same no matter if the sensory stimuli are 

innocuous or noxious [132-135]. Recent advances in machine learning, statistical 

modeling, and high-speed videography have improved the neuroethology of 

animal behavior [136]. As such, we recently developed “mouse pain scales” that 

utilize sub-second behavioral features of the paw withdrawal to more objectively 

assess pain sensitivity in mice with greater sensitivity than traditional methods. 

[137, 138]. Thus, we adapted and validated this strategy to develop a “rat pain 

scale” to revisit the multigenerational impact of morphine exposure on pain 

sensitivity using a clinically-relevant low-dose self-administration paradigm. 

Here, we developed a rat pain scale with both sexes of two outbred strains 

(Sprague Dawley and Long Evans) using high-speed recording of rapid paw and 

eye kinematics in response to a range of innocuous and noxious mechanical 

stimuli, demonstrating a sensitive high-resolution method for identifying subtle 

changes in pain sensitivity. Using this pain scale, we found that von Frey hairs 

(VFHs), which test mechanical thresholds and are commonly assumed to assess 

pain sensitivity, were instead causing paw withdrawal movements more similar to 

those associated with innocuous stimuli. This suggested that VFHs may not be 

probing pain-specific neurocircuitry. We leveraged the new pain scale to assess 
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morphine-antinociception in male offspring of morphine-exposed sires in our 

recently-described multigenerational morphine exposure paradigm [139]. Finally, 

we used RNA sequencing to delineate changes in expression in brain regions 

involved in pain including the periaqueductal gray (PAG), ventral tegmental area 

(VTA) and nucleus accumbens (NAc). Together, this work demonstrates the utility 

of this newly developed rat pain scale and a potential mechanism for the multi-

generational impact of prenatal morphine exposure on sensitivity to morphine’s 

pain-relieving effects.  

Materials and Methods 

Animals 

Sires and dams (F0 generation) were Sprague-Dawley and Long Evans rats 

weighing 250–300 g obtained from (Taconic Biosciences, Hudson, NY, USA). 

Sires were housed individually except for 1 week of pair-housing during the mating 

period. Food and water were available ad libitum and rats were kept on a 12 h–

12 h light–dark cycle. Experiments were performed during the light phase. All 

animal care and experiments were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and 

Use Committee of the University of Pennsylvania, Columbia University, and 

Temple University and conducted following the National Institute of Health 

guidelines. For establishing the rat pain scale, 20 Sprague Dawley (10 males and 

10 females) and 20 Long Evans (10 males and 10 females) were used. For 

multigenerational studies 18 Sprague Dawley rats (9 males and 9 females) were 

used to produce a total of 112 first generation (F1) pups (males: 28 saline-sired, 

32 morphine-sired; females: 22 saline-sired, 30 morphine-sired). Animals were 
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randomly assigned to groups, with 2-4 rats from a single litter used in the studies 

as to avoid over-representation of any given litter. Whenever possible both males 

and females were tested, and analyses were conducted separately for each sex. 

For some of the studies, including the multigenerational drug exposure 

experiments, only male progeny was included in this report. Data are never 

collapsed across sex.  

Drugs  

Morphine sulfate was a gift from the NIDA drug supply or obtained from 

Spectrum Chemical (Gardena, CA) and dissolved in sterile 0.9% saline. 

Multigenerational morphine exposure model 

First-generation male and female progeny were produced by breeding sires 

that self-administered morphine (0.75mg/kg/infusion; controls received saline) for 

60 days to drug-naïve females as previously described [104]. Sires continued to 

self-administer morphine during the 5-day breeding period, which began on day 

61 of morphine self-administration (see supplemental materials for additional 

details). 

High-speed videography of stimulus-evoked hind paw withdrawal 

Rats were acclimated to a rectangular plexiglass chamber and stimuli were 

applied to either the left or right hind paw while recording at 2000 frames per 

second (fps) with a high-speed camera (Photron FastCAM Mini AX 50 170K-M-

32GB - Monochrome 170K with 32GB memory) and attached lens (Zeiss 2/100M 

ZF.2-mount). The apparatus was positioned such that the left paw was more likely 

to be stimulated, but some trials include stimulation of the right paw due to the 
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position the animal was resting. Pilot data demonstrated no difference in 

responses between left vs. right paws. Paw height/speed and nocifensive 

behavioral measures were scored offline. Experimenters were blind to treatment 

group in the context of morphine-sired vs. saline-sired animals.  

Machine Learning and Statistical Analysis 

We classified paw withdrawal reflexes into “pain” and “non-pain” categories 

along a single dimension using a principal component analysis of three 

measurements obtained from the high-speed imaging data: paw speed, paw height 

and composite noficensive score. We could then combine normalized z-scores for 

each syllable into a single one-dimensional principle component for every stimulus 

trial. A classification pipeline consisted of the following steps 1) the first principal 

component score (PC1) for each trial was derived from z scores of all data, 2) the 

principal component 1 scores for training data were used to train a support vector 

machine (SVM) with radial basis function kernels (kernel coefficient gamma = 1, 

penalty parameter C = 1), and 3) for a given trial, the SVM predicts the probability 

of that the response was pain-like based on that trial’s PC1 score. The data used 

to generate the PC1 scores and train the SVM for each figure can be seen in 

Supplemental Table 1. 

RNA sequencing 

Brain regions were micro-dissected and flash frozen. RNA was extracted 

and libraries were prepared for sequencing as previously described [140] while 

sequencing reads were aligned and analyzed as previously described [140, 141]. 
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Results  

Constructing a rat pain scale to capture sub-second behavioral responses 

to evaluate the rat’s internal pain state 

We used high-speed imaging to capture sub-second behavioral features of 

the rat paw withdrawal in response to a set of innocuous [cotton swab (CS) and 

dynamic brush (DB)] and noxious [light pinprick (LP) and heavy pinprick (HP)] 

natural mechanical stimuli. Using statistical modeling and machine learning, we 

sought to identify behavioral signatures associated with innocuous versus noxious 

stimuli for the development of a single-index pain scale (Figure 1A). A typical 

response to a noxious stimulus first begins with an eye grimace or orbital tightening 

(~42 ms), which is consistent with previously reported painful responses in rodents 

(Figure 1B) [142]. Next, the rat raises its hind paw away from the stimulus, holds 

it at the apex, then vigorously exhibits a sinusoidal paw shake (~ 70 ms) with some 

also jumping in the air (~100 ms). The rat then orients its head towards the stimulus 

to guard the affected paw (Figure 1B, ~621ms).. These four individual behavioral 

features (orbital tightening, paw shake, jumping, and paw guarding) were 

combined into one composite nocifensive score and were statistically more 

common in response to noxious stimuli (HP and LP) vs innocuous stimuli (DB and 

CS) in males and females of both strains (Figure 2A). To further distinguish paw 

withdrawals induced by noxious vs innocuous stimuli, we measured sub-second 

paw kinematics by extracting the speed and height of the first upward paw 

movement in response to the stimulus (Figure 1C). We found that the speed and 

height were both statistically greater in paw withdrawals induced by noxious stimuli 
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(HP and LP) than by innocuous stimuli (DB and CS) in female and males of both 

strains (Figure 2B and C).  

Nocifensive behaviors and paw kinematics rely on distinct features of the 

paw withdrawal response to consistently distinguish innocuous from noxious 

stimuli. Each parameter holds a different dimension of statistical space, differing 

by unit and value of measurement. To comprehensively analyze and combine 

these measurements and to normalize each data point with respect to the 

population mean, we first converted all raw data to normalized z-scores. We 

subsequently combined all z-scores into a one-dimensional score using principle-

component analysis (PCA), creating a PCA-generated pain score (PC1 score) that 

encompassed three behavioral dimensions and provided a threshold separating 

innocuous from noxious stimuli (Figure 3A). We found that Long Evans and 

Sprague Dawley female and male rats had higher PCA-generated pain scores 

when stimulated with noxious stimuli (LP and HP) compared to innocuous stimuli 

(CS and DB) (Figure 1D, Long Evans Female: F(1.836, 14.07) = 63.14, p < 0.0001; 

Long Evans Male: F(2.155, 24.43) = 29.81, p < 0.0001; Sprague Dawley Female: 

F(1.544, 13.38) =10.20, p=0.0033; Sprague Dawley Male: F(2.001, 16.00) = 18.99, 

p < 0.0001). These scores provide a continuous gradation where more positive 

values are more likely to be produced from noxious stimuli while more negative 

values are more likely to be produced from innocuous stimuli. Interestingly, in 

response to HP hind paw stimulation, the PCA-generated pain score for only Long 

Evans female rats were significantly higher than female Sprague Dawley rats, 

suggesting a strain difference in noxious stimuli in females (Figure 1D, Long 
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Evans Females HP vs. Sprague Dawley Females HP: p = 0.0146). Taken together, 

this PCA-generated scoring method in rats distinguished innocuous from noxious 

stimuli for a given trial, and it can be used to map a unique “pain state” in response 

to mechanical stimuli.  

To further measure pain sensation based on behavioral responsivity, we 

used a machine-learning approach to predict the probability of each trial being 

pain-like, which reliably enable predictions about the pain state of each trial for 

unscored data sets (Figure 3B). Taken together, this statistical and machine 

learning approach provides an objective and highly sensitive method to assess 

pain in rats.  
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Figure 1. Temporal mapping of affective behaviors, paw kinematic, and PCA-generated 
pain scores of rats in response to mechanical stimuli. (A) Schematic of behavioral 

procedure and analysis showing lateral placement of high-speed camera in relation to freely 
behaving rat. Note that the camera lens captures the entire lateral area of the rat. (B)

Representative single-frame images taken from high-speed videos of a Sprague Dawley rat 
following stimulation with a light pinprick. Each frame captures a distinct nocifensive behavior: 
eye grimace/orbital tightening (42ms), paw shake (70ms), jumping (100ms), paw guard 
(621ms). (C)  Schematic of hind paw kinematic movements evoked by innocuous (CS and 

DB) or noxious (LP and HP) stimuli. Paw height (shown on the y-axis) is the distance from the 
mesh floor to the highest point following paw stimulation, while paw speed (shown on the x-
axis) is the distance from the initial paw lift to the highest point divided by the time in seconds 
between the two points. (D) PCA-generated pain scores for Long Evans and Sprague Dawley 

female and male rats following stimulation with innocuous (CS and DB) and noxious (LP and 
HP) stimuli. Negative values are indicative of “non-pain like” whereas positive values represent 
“pain-like” responses. 
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Figure 2. Sub-second temporal mapping of rat paw kinematics in response to mechanical stimuli.
(A) Composite nocifensive score of Long Evans and Sprague Dawley female and male rats (40 rats in total; 

10 per group) following stimulation with either a cotton swab (CS), dynamic brush (DB), light pinprick (LP), 
or heavy pinprick (HP). The score is a composite measurement of eye grimace/orbital tightening, paw 
shake, jumping, and paw guard. (B and C) The maximum paw height and speed, respectively of the first 

paw raise of the stimulated paw in Long Evans and Sprague Dawley female and male rats. Truncated violin 
plots show the distribution density of the composite scores, with the solid horizontal top and bottom lines 
representing the minimum and maximum values, respectively; dashed horizontal line showing the median 
value; and dotted top and bottom horizontal lines representing the cutoff for the top 75% and bottom 25% 
percentile of values, respectively. *** p< 0.0001 and ** p< 0.05. 
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Figure 3. Trained support vector machine (SVM) predicts the pain-like probabilities for each stimulus. (A)

SVM analytical pipeline. Step (1): calculate PC1 score of each trial by performing PCA on the z-scores from Table 
1. Step (2): Split PC1 scores into training and testing sets. Step (3): train SVM with PC1 scores of training data 
(CS and HP). Step (4): predict pain-like probability (P [pain-like]) of remaining PC scores by training the model 
with three of the sex + strain combinations and testing on the remaining sex + strain. (B) Machine learning-

generated pain-like probabilities of CS, DB, LP, and HP trials in Long Evans and Sprague Dawley female and 
male rats. Color key: Green = Long Evans Females, Magenta = Long Evans Males, Black = Sprague Dawley 
Females, Blue = Sprague Dawley Males. 
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Offspring of morphine-exposed sires show increased sensitivity to 

morphine-induced antinociception 

With a new mechanical nociception measurement platform created, we next 

sought to address the question of whether chronic paternal morphine treatment 

altered morphine-induced analgesia in offspring. Sires self-administered morphine 

for 60 days, while controls were exposed to the same environment (operant boxes, 

cues, and levers) but received only saline. Sires were then bred to drug-naïve 

dams to produce first-generation (F1) offspring. Sires continued to self-administer 

morphine during the 5-day mating period to avoid withdrawal-related stress as a 

confounding factor (Figure 4A). There was an overall difference between saline 

and morphine consumption, with morphine-treated sires earning more infusions 

than saline controls (Figure 4B, Effect of treatment: F(1,455)=37.82, p<.0001; 

effect of days: F(64,455)=0.9796, p=.5244; interaction: F(64,455)=0.6732, 

p=.9740). Pups derived from saline-treated or morphine-treated sires were 

weaned at 21 days of age and group housed with same sex littermates until 

behavioral assessments as adults (60 + days of age). Baseline assessments using 

mechanical stimuli revealed no difference in pain-like responses in male morphine-

sired animals compared to saline-sired controls (Figure 4C-E; Saline-sired males 

vs Morphine-sired males: CS: p=0.0748; DB: p=0.4929; VFH 10g: p=0.3095; VFH 

100g: p=0.5480; VFH 300g: p=0.7157; LP: p=0.5145; HP: p=0.0862.  

Baseline PC scores were assessed prior to injection of 1 mg/kg morphine 

subcutaneously and at the following 15-minute and 60-minute timepoints (Figure 

4B). We used this low dose of morphine that lies at the threshold of antinociceptive 
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properties to detect any potential increase in sensitivity based on prior work 

involving prenatal opioids exposure. Using traditional methods, we found that the 

threshold for pain changed in both saline- and morphine-sired progeny after 

morphine treatment (Figure 4F, Sire: F(1,10)=0.61, p=.4529; time: F(2,20)=4.934, 

p=.0181; interaction: F(2,20)=0.4936, p=0.6177). Interestingly, post-hoc analyses 

revealed that neither saline-sired rats (p=0.4749, p=0.8691) nor morphine-sired 

rats (p=0.4420; p=0.2103) showed an increase in the VFH threshold 15 or 60 

minutes after morphine injection compared to baseline. Importantly, these results 

suggest that paternal morphine exposure did not alter the sensitivity to morphine-

derived antinociception. We then used a similar design combined with the pain 

scale. Following this baseline recording, rats received a subcutaneous injection of 

low dose morphine (1mg/kg) and were returned to their home cage. Rats were 

tested again with the same stimulus 15 min and 60 min after the morphine injection. 

Behavioral responses were recorded using high-speed videography at all time-

points. We used the composite nocifensive scores, speed, and height to generate 

PCA pain scores. One-way ANOVA revealed that the nature of stimuli influenced 

the pain score regardless of siring (F(17, 150)=6.623, p < 0.0001), with pin pricks 

registering higher scores than innocuous stimuli. Morphine had no impact on the 

PCA-generated pain score in response to cotton swab stimulation (Time: 

F(1,26=1.34, p=0.2795; sire: F(1,18)=0.4932, p=0.4915; interaction: 

F(2,21)=0.4057, p=0.9603) for saline-sired (Figure 4G, 15 min: p=0.8220; 60 min 

p=0.8353 compared to baseline) or morphine-sired male progeny (15 min: 

p=0.5365; 60 min: p=0.9899 compared to baseline). For saline-sired offspring, this 
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low dose of morphine did not significantly reduce the PCA-generated pain score in 

response to heavy pinprick (Time: F(1,28=5.149, p=0.0139; sire: F(1,15)=0.6263, 

p=0.4410; interaction: F(2,30)=1.272, p=0.2949; post-hoc-sidak tests: 15 min: 

p=0.2909; 60 min: p=0.9671 compared to baseline). In sharp contrast, morphine-

sired male progeny displayed an antinociceptive response to 1mg/kg morphine 

after stimulation with heavy pinprick (15 min: p=0.0370; 60 min: p=0.1039 

compared to baseline). In particular, the antinociceptive response to low dose 

morphine in morphine sired rats was driven by a decrease in the more affective 

nocifensive responses, and not the reflexive speed and height measurements 

(Supplemental Figure 5). Together, our pain scale demonstrates that offspring of 

morphine-exposed sires are more sensitive to the antinociceptive properties of 

morphine – a finding that would have been missed with a traditional scoring 

method. 
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Figure 4. Multigenerational model of paternal morphine exposure used to assess pain in first-
generation offspring. (A) Experimental paradigm and mating scheme for morphine intravenous self-
administration exposure. See methods for further details of the model. (B) Experimental timeline for injection 
protocol and behavioral testing. (C) Composite nocifensive score of F1 offspring following stimulation with the 
same baseline stimuli. (D,E) Hind paw speed and height kinematic movements evoked by the same stimuli.
(F) Traditional scoring measuring VFH threshold does not separate treatment groups over time. (G) PCA-

generated pain score predictions made in F1 offspring. Negative values are indicative of “non-pain like” 
whereas positive values pain-like. * Represents p< 0.05. 
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Paternal morphine exposure produces region-specific changes in gene 

expression in the nucleus accumbens, ventral tegmental area and 

periaqueductal gray.  

We next examined the potential mechanisms underlying changes in 

antinociception in male morphine-sired progeny. RNA sequencing was performed 

on brain regions known to contribute to pain processing and antinociception: the 

nucleus accumbens, ventral tegmental area and periaqueductal gray. The results 

regarding the NAc and VTA will be reported elsewhere, and we compared these 

findings to the transcriptome of the PAG. We found a total of 175 genes (x=105 

down, 70 up regulated) differentially expressed in the PAG as a result of paternal 

morphine exposure (Figure 5A). Intriguingly, several genes coding for members 

of the RGS family of proteins, which have a well-established role in modulating 

opioid signaling, were affected by morphine siring, with Rgs4, Rgs14, and Rgs16 

downregulated and Rgs8 upregulated in the PAG of morphine-sired offspring. 

Interestingly, a history of morphine exposure in the paternal lineage produced 

distinct transcriptomic alterations in NAc, VTA and PAG (Figure 5 B, C) and the 

expression of genes that were affected in the PAG were largely unaffected in the 

NAc and VTA of morphine-sired male progeny (Figure 5D). Enrichment analyses 

revealed several pathways were affected by paternal morphine exposure including 

glutamatergic signaling, known to modulate pain in the PAG, as well as G alpha I 

signaling events. Intriguingly, the enrichment of these pathways were largely 

driven by RGS related genes. Overall, these findings provide potential 
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mechanisms by which changes in morphine-derived antinociception is increased 

in morphine-sired male progeny.  
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Figure 5. RNA sequencing reveals gene expression changes in the brain associated with the chronic 
morphine paradigm. A) Volcano plot showing upregulated (yellow) and downregulated (blue) genes in 

morphine-sired versus saline-sired periaqueductal gray (PAG). RGS family genes are labeled and highlighted 
in red. B) Venn diagram showing the number of upregulated differentially expressed genes (DEGs) in the PAG 
versus the ventral tegmental area (VTA) and nucleus accumbens (NAc). C) Venn diagram showing the number 
of downregulated DEGs in the PAG versus the VTA and NAc. D) Heatmap sorted by fold change of PAG 
DEGs (bottom) compared to NAc (middle) and VTA (top) DEGs.  E) Reactome enrichment terms identified by 

PAG DEGs. The number of DEGs associated with each term is located to the right of the bar graph.  
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Discussion  

We developed a rat pain scale by recording sub-second behavioral 

responses to mechanical stimuli and mapping this multidimensional behavioral 

dataset into a single dimension with principal component analysis and machine 

learning. We validated this pain scale across several stimuli in both sexes of two 

outbred rat strains. Surprisingly, this pain scale identified that the sensation evoked 

by von Frey hair filaments was largely in the touch and not the painful domain. 

Lastly, we used this pain scale to assess the antinociceptive properties of 

morphine in a multigenerational model of paternal morphine exposure and 

demonstrated that the offspring produced by morphine-treated sires are 

hypersensitive to the antinociceptive effects of morphine.  

Paternal morphine exposure has long-lasting consequences for morphine-

derived antinociception in male progeny 

Prenatal opioid exposure has profound consequences for cognition, reward 

sensitivity, and pain thresholds in the next generation [143].  Relatively few 

multigenerational opioid exposure studies have focused on pain sensitivity in the 

next generation. Oral morphine administration in sires produced male offspring 

with increased sensitivity to morphine (7mg/kg) on a hot plate latency pain test 

[144].  Male progeny derived from sires treated with a high dose of morphine 

(25mg/kg) acutely had increased sensitivity to the antinociceptive effect of opioids 

at higher doses (10 and 12mg/kg of morphine). In sharp contrast, female offspring 

produced by sires treated with morphine showed similar levels of morphine-derived 

analgesia [129]. Chronic morphine exposure of both dams and sires also increased 
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the analgesic properties of a low dose (1.5mg/kg) of morphine in male progeny in 

a formalin-based pain assay [128]. When paternal morphine exposure occurred 

during adolescence, the impact on nociception in male progeny was more subtle, 

mildly affecting baseline pain responses [145]. Overall, it is clear that the nature 

and duration of parental or paternal morphine exposure is critical in determining 

the outcomes for the next generation.  

The current experiments relied on a highly translational model of opioid 

exposure using intravenous drug self-administration and an extended regimen that 

covers the sensitive period of spermatogenesis, which had never been done 

before. This approach offers a number of advantages, including the ability of sires 

to titrate the dose of morphine over this long duration and accounts for any 

development of tolerance over the course of the experiment. By narrowing our 

focus to the paternal lineage, we laid the groundwork for further investigation into 

the mechanisms underlying the transmission of the paternal morphine exposure. 

We have previously shown that maternal behavior is not impacted in dams bred to 

morphine-treated sires, which is a potential caveat in many of the aforementioned 

studies. Our unique approach combining the novel pain scale with a self-

administration-based exposure protocol is an important first step in delineating 

whether and to what extent these observations may extend to human and clinical 

populations. Both the paternal exposure and the doses of morphine used to assess 

pain in progeny represent a substantial advance over previous research. Indeed, 

these regimens are akin to doses used for pain management in patients. Moreover, 

the lower doses of morphine used in the current studies in the exposure model are 
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not confounded by the potentially sedating effects associated with opioid 

treatments at higher doses [146-149]. Using traditional methods to measure pain, 

the differences in antinociception were missed in this multigenerational paradigm. 

Hence, the novel pain scale in this study was more sensitive to the effects of 

chronic paternal morphine exposure on morphine-derived anti-nociception in F1 

progeny. This underscores the robustness of this new rapid approach to measuring 

mechanical nociception.  

To better understand the potential mechanisms underlying increased 

morphine-derived antinociception in progeny of morphine-exposed sires, we 

measured changes in gene expression in the periaqueductal gray region (PAG), 

which has long been known to modulate opioid-related analgesia [150-153]. The 

PAG had a unique transcriptional signature following paternal morphine exposure 

when compared to the nucleus accumbens and the ventral tegmental areas. Of 

particular interest, decreased expression of several regulators of G-protein 

signaling proteins (RGS proteins) could partly account for the phenotype reported 

here. Intracellular RGS proteins act as negative regulators of mu-opioid receptor 

(MOR) signaling by acting as GTPase accelerating proteins (GAPS) to turn off 

signaling of the G alpha and Beta-gamma subunits of heterotrimeric G-proteins 

[154, 155]. Consistent with this possibility, genetic manipulations of the R4 family 

of RGS proteins resulted in enhanced antinociception driven by enhanced opioid 

signaling in the PAG [156, 157]. The expression of two members of the R4 RGS 

family were suppressed in the PAG of morphine-sired male progeny (RGS4 and 

RGS16) while one was overexpressed (RGS8). RGS14, which belongs to the R12 
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subfamily of RGS proteins was also downregulated by a history of paternal 

morphine exposure. These findings have laid the groundwork to better understand 

neurotranscriptomic changes elicited by parental morphine exposure. Overall, 

these findings have potentially profound implications for pain management of 

patients raised by parents with a history of opioid exposure.  
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CHAPTER 3 

THE EFFECTS OF PATERNAL MORPHINE EXPOSURE ON ADULT 

OFFSPRING DRUG-TAKING BEHAVIOR 

Abstract 

A growing body of preclinical studies report that preconception experiences can 

have a profound and long-lasting impact on adult offspring behavior and 

physiology. However, less is known about paternal drug exposure and the effects 

on reward sensitivity  in next generation. Adult male rats self-administered 

morphine for 65 days; controls received saline. Sires were bred to drug-naïve 

dams to produce first-generation (F1) offspring. Morphine, cocaine, and nicotine 

self-administration were measured in adult F1 progeny. Molecular correlates of 

addiction-like behaviors were measured in reward-related brain regions of drug 

naïve F1 offspring using RNA sequencing and autoradiography. Male but not 

female offspring produced by morphine-exposed fathers exhibited dose-

dependent increased morphine self-administration and increased motivation to 

earn morphine infusions under a progressive ratio schedule of reinforcement. This 

phenotype was drug-specific as neither cocaine, nicotine, nor sucrose self-

administration was not altered by paternal morphine history. The male offspring of 

morphine-exposed sires also had increased baseline mu-opioid receptor binding 

in the VTA and region-specific changes in gene expression in the NAc and VTA. 

This phenotype was likely driven by long-lasting changes in gene and protein 

expression within the reward neural brain pathways.        
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The work in this chapter was originally prepared for submission to Cell Reports.  

Introduction  

The opioid crisis remains a massive public health concern in the United 

States. Since the beginning of the 21st century, increases in dispensing rates of 

opioids such as morphine has resulted in an exponential growth in diagnosed 

opioid use disorder [1, 158].  As rates of opioid exposure increase, so has the 

attention towards understanding the long-term effects on subsequent generations. 

Over the past 20 years, parental insults to stress [159, 160], diet [37, 161], and 

environmental toxins [162] have been extensively studied, revealing significant 

long-lasting impacts on future generations. There is also a growing body of 

literature showing that parental exposure to opioids may influence drug abuse 

liability in their offspring [143].    

The majority of preclinical studies on parental multigenerational 

transmission of opioid abuse have been conducted using maternal lineages and 

various maternal administration paradigms, with morphine being the primary opioid 

used in these experiments. Maternal exposure to morphine has been shown to 

both increase [99] and decrease  [100] risk towards abuse of opioids in offspring. 

Importantly, other studies have shown that parental drug exposure can impact 

memory, anxiety, and pain sensitivity in offspring [94-99, 163, 164]. It is also well-

established that the route of administration is an important determinant in abuse 

liability of drugs [165, 166]. To date, only one study has examined the impact of 

paternal morphine exposure on self-administration of opioids in offspring [116]. 

Other studies have investigated sensitivity to opioids in morphine-sired offspring 
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using the morphine two-bottle choice paradigm [167] or conditioned placed 

preference [168]. Abuse liability of opioids is also assessed based on its enhanced 

analgesic effects [112, 113, 145].  Here, we use a highly translational rodent 

models of paternal morphine self-administration to investigate self-administration 

of abused drugs in offspring. In the current study, we examine the effects of 

paternal morphine self-administration on addiction-like behaviors using self-

administration of morphine, cocaine, and nicotine in offspring. Molecular correlates 

were measured using mu-opioid receptor binding and RNA sequencing in drug-

naïve saline-sired and morphine-sired offspring. The following experiments include 

data from cohorts born in 2017, 2018, 2019, and 2020. 

Materials and Methods 

Subjects 

We purchased male Sprague Dawley rats weighing between 250 – 300g 

from Taconic Biosciences (Hudson, NY, USA). These male rats represented the 

paternal (F0) generation and were paired-housed before and after intravenous 

catheterization surgery. All rats were kept in a temperature and humidity-controlled 

room on a 12h light/dark cycle, with lights off at 8:30 am. Food and water were 

available ad libitum. All procedures in the F0 and first-generation (F1) progeny 

were carried out in accordance with the Institutional Animal Care and Use 

Committee (IACUC) guidelines of Temple University.  
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Drugs 

Morphine sulfate, cocaine hydrochloride, and nicotine hydrogen tartrate 

were obtained from Spectrum Chemical (Gardena CA) and dissolved in sterile 

0.9% saline.   

Behavioral Procedures  

Apparatus 

All self-administration experiments were conducted during the rat’s dark 

phase in operant chambers enclosed within sound-attenuating cubicles (Med 

Associates, St. Albans, VT). Chambers were equipped with house lights, cue 

lights, and two retractable levers (active and inactive). Pressing the active lever 

initiated the syringe pump (Med Associates) to deliver a drug infusion. Pressing on 

the inactive lever was not reinforced with any reward. Drug delivery and data 

collection were controlled by Med Associates software (MedPCIV).  

Catherization Surgery 

Adult rats were anesthetized using an i.p. injection of a ketamine/xylazine 

cocktail (80 and 12 mg kg -1, respectively). An indwelling silastic catheter (Instech 

Laboratories, Inc. Plymouth Meeting, PA) was fed into the right jugular vein, 

sutured in place, and mounted on the shoulder blade using a back-mount platform. 

Post-surgery, rats were placed on heating pads until they awoke from anesthesia, 

then were transferred to colony rooms. Catheters were flushed daily with timentin 

(0.93 mg ml-1), dissolved in heparinized saline and sealed using metal caps, when 

not in use. Following catheterization surgery, animals were recovered for 1 week 

prior to the start of self-administration. 
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Sire morphine exposure, drug loading behavior, and production of F1 

offspring  

Beginning at approximately post-natal day (PND) 60, F0 sires were allowed 

to lever press for intravenous morphine (daily 3-hr sessions, 0.75 mg/kg 

morphine/59 µl saline, infused over 5 s) for 60 consecutive days (duration of rodent 

spermatogenesis) on a fixed ratio 1 (FR1) schedule of reinforcement, where one 

lever press resulted in a single infusion of morphine. Age-matched control rats 

received saline over the same time period. We and others have previously used 

this model [43, 139]. We recorded the number of morphine (or saline) infusions 

sires took every 20-minutes starting on day 1 and every 10th day until day 60 to 

determine drug loading behavior [169]. Twenty-four hours after the last of the 60-

day morphine self-administration session, sires were pair-housed with drug-naïve 

dams for up to 5 days to copulate. Both group of sires continued to self-administer 

morphine (or saline) during this mating period to avoid withdrawal-mediated 

anxiety and stress as a confounding factor [170-172]. At PND 21, we weaned 

offspring derived from morphine-experienced sires (morphine-sired) and saline 

controls (saline-sired) and pair-housed them with same-sex littermates. For each 

of the four groups (male saline-sired, male morphine-sired, female saline-sired, 

female morphine-sired) 1-2 adult (post-natal day 60 - 120) rats were randomly 

selected for behavioral and molecular analyses.   

Assessing maternal care directed towards pups and measuring anogenital 

distance   
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The differential allocation hypothesis posits that changes in maternal care 

investment directed to offspring may be influenced by the attractive nature of their 

mate [173-175]. To determine whether paternal morphine history impacted 

maternal care directed towards F1 pups, we made blinded observations twice daily 

for 1hr from PND 3 to 14. Maternal care behaviors included mother licking and 

grooming any pup, mother nursing in an arched position, blanket or passive 

posture, and mother off pups. Next, anogenital distance (AGD), which is a sexually 

dimorphic landmark and a sensitive biomarker used to assess reproductive 

hormone abnormalities in animals, was also measured to determine the potential 

impact of paternal morphine exposure on anogenital development in offspring. 

Morphine self-administration in F1 offspring 

In adulthood, naïve male and female F1 offspring were allowed to self-

administer morphine at two different doses: 0.25 or 0.75 mg/kg/infusion for 10 days 

on a FR1 schedule of reinforcement during daily 3-hour sessions. On day 11, rats 

were switched to a progressive ratio (PR) schedule in which the response 

requirement for each subsequent morphine infusion increased over the course of 

a 6hr time period. We also collected and analyzed vaginal cytology samples from 

female progeny to determine whether the estrous cycle may influence morphine 

self-administration (for details, see supplemental methods). For all morphine self-

administration experiments, we used a progressive ratio responding schedule that 

has been shown to support morphine self-administration consistently over 

consecutive days [176, 177]. The number of lever-pressing responses required to 

receive an infusion increased over the course of the session using the following 
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equation: Response requirement = Round (C1 x e[C2 x (Step Number C3)] – C1 + C4) 

where results are rounded to the nearest integer value; step number is the number 

of ratios completed and C1, C2, C3 and C4 are constants with values of 10, 0.035, 

1, and 0.5, respectively. The response requirement increased according to this 

sequence: 1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 2, 3, 3, 3, 4, 4, 5, 5, 6, 6, 7, 7, 8, 9, 9, 10, 11, 11, 12, 13, 

14 etc. 

Vaginal cytological sample collection and analysis 

Given the known variations in drug-taking behavior across the estrous cycle 

in female rats, a separate group of saline-sired and morphine-sired female rats 

were used to evaluate whether differences in the estrous cycle may influence 

morphine self-administration. Samples were collected using cotton tips (Medline 

Industries Inc. Northfield, IL) moistened with saline. One cotton tip per rat was 

inserted into the vaginal orifice (<1 cm), gently rotated 360 degrees, and removed. 

The cotton tip was rolled onto a microscope slide that corresponded with the day 

of collection. In order to cover three full estrous cycles, we collected vaginal 

cytology slides prior to the start of each self-administration session for 4 days total. 

After collection, slides were analyzed under a microscope using 40x magnification. 

Specific cell types that uniquely correlate to each phase of the estrous cycle were 

identified and data was used to determine which phase of the cycle each animal 

was in for every day of the experiment. Following cytological analysis of estrous 

cycle data, the number of days for each cycle of F1 female offspring was counted 

to determine the average cycle length of both groups. The length of a singular 

cycle was determined by designating proestrus as day 1, and then counting the 
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number of days up until the next occurrence of proestrus but excluding that day 

from the count [178]. After 5 days of recovery, female rats self-administered 

morphine at 0.25mg/kg dose under the following schedule: 10 days of FR1, 2 days 

of FR3, and 4 days of PR. Each session last 3-hrs, 3-hrs, and 6-hrs, respectively.   

Cocaine Self-Administration in F1 offspring 

A separate group of littermates were used in this experiment. Adult F1 rats 

self-administered cocaine at two different doses (daily 2hr session, 0.25 or 0.5 

mg/kg) on an FR1 schedule of reinforcement for 10 consecutive days. Each 

cocaine infusion was followed by a 20-s timeout period, during which cocaine was 

not infused but responses were recorded. Following 10 days on FR1, rats were 

switched to a progressive ratio schedule of reinforcement where the response 

requirement - (R(i)= [5e0.2i–5]) - expired when a rat took more than 30 minutes to 

lever press for the subsequent cocaine infusion.  

F1 Nicotine Self-Administration 

Following 7-day recovery from catheter surgery, F1 offspring self-

administered intravenous nicotine (0.03 mg/kg nicotine/59 µl saline, infused over 

5 sec) on an FR1 schedule of reinforcement for 10 days then were switched to a 

PR schedule, which required increased lever pressing for each subsequent 

infusion of nicotine. Each nicotine infusion was paired with a light cue then followed 

by a 20 second timeout period, during which drug infusions were not available but 

lever presses were recorded.  

F1 Sucrose Self-Administration 
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A separate group of drug naïve adult littermates were allowed to lever press 

for sucrose pellets (TestDiet) on a FR1 schedule of reinforcement for 10 

consecutive days during daily 1hr sessions. The main purpose of this experiment 

was to test for any deficits in operant learning in offspring. Each session lasted 1hr 

with no limit on the number of sucrose pellets earned.  

Two bottle Choice Sucrose Self-Administration 

Animals were singly-housed, and their cages fitted with two bottles (50 mL 

Falcon tubes, VWR international) containing tap water for at least two days of 

habituation. Food was removed prior to start of habitation and testing. Body weight 

and mass of the water were recorded before each habituation session began then 

again 6hrs later when it ended. At the end of habituation day 2, if animals showed 

a preference greater than 75% to a particular bottle location (Preference = (sucrose 

consumption Left or Right side)/(sucrose consumption Left side + sucrose 

consumption Right side) * 100), then sucrose solution was assigned to the 

opposite side. On the test day, each rat had a choice between two bottles: one 

filled with tap water and the other with sucrose dissolved in water. Sucrose 

solutions were 0.25% and 0.5%, respectively. Bottles were positioned equidistant 

from one another and were randomly alternated to avoid side bias. At the end of 

testing, the volume of sucrose and water consumption was measured for each rat, 

and percent sucrose preference was calculated as follows: sucrose preference (%) 

= (sucrose consumption)/(sucrose consumption+ water consumption) * 100 [179]. 

Precipitated Morphine Withdrawal induced by Naloxone 
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Male and female F1 rats were handled for 2 min each day for 5 days leading 

up to testing. Next, in order to induce morphine dependence, researchers 

administered morphine injections to drug-naïve saline- and morphine-sired 

progeny using the following regime: morphine (s.c.) at 10 mg/kg twice daily for 5 

consecutive days. Rats remained in their home cage throughout the experiment. 

Twenty-four hours after the last morphine injection, rats were given naloxone 

(2mg/kg, s.c.) and withdrawal signs were recorded for 30 min according to a 

modified version of the Gellert & Holtzman scale [180]. Withdrawal-like behaviors 

including escape attempts, wet-dog shakes, abdominal constrictions, face wiping, 

grooming, abnormal posture, teeth chattering, and paw shakes were counted as 

the number of events occurring during the total test time. The overall severity of 

withdrawal from morphine was calculated by totaling the number of times rats 

exhibited a withdrawal sign. 

Measuring mu-opioid receptor binding in reward-related brain regions of 

drug-naïve offspring 

Naïve first-generation saline- and morphine-sired offspring were sacrificed 

between PND 60-120 by decapitation. [35S]GTP-gammaS binding was used as a 

functional measure of activation of  μ-opioid receptors. Collections of bilateral VTA 

punches from two rats were pooled into a separate tube. Preparation of rat brain 

VTA membranes and determination of [35S]GTP-gammaS binding to G proteins 

were carried out using a modified procedure of [181]. Frozen rat VTA tissues were 

thawed on ice, sonicated to disrupt cells and diluted with a total volume of 100 

microliter buffer A [50 mM Tris (pH 7.4), 100 mM NaCl, 0.1% BSA, 5 mM MgCl2, 
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and 1 mM EDTA] immediately before the [35S]GTP-gammaS binding assay. 

Because of the small size of the VTA, we did not prepare membranes. Sonicated 

tissue preparations (20 micrograms of proteins) were incubated with [35S]GTP-

gammaS (80 microM, 190,000-220,000 dpm) and 80 microM GDP with or without 

5 micro Molar DAMGO in a total volume of 1 ml buffer A for 60 min at 30℃. 

Nonspecific binding was defined by incubation in the presence of 10 M GTPS. 

Bound and free [35S]GTP-gammaS were separated by filtration with GF/B filters 

under reduced pressure. Radioactivity on filters was determined by liquid 

scintillation counting.  

Two nucleus accumbens tissue punches (1 mm) from one rat were placed 

in 1.5ml Eppendorf tubes and immersed in ice-cold 200uL binding buffer (25mM 

Tris buffer containing 0.2mM phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride, pH7.4) per tube. The 

tissues were homogenized by sonication for five short bursts and an aliquot of 

10uL was taken from each sample for determination of protein contents by 

bicinchoninic acid assay (BCA assay). The remaining volumes were equally 

divided into two and used for radioligand binding assays in duplicate. Binding was 

performed with 1.5n M [3H]DAMGO in a final volume of 1 ml and naloxone (10 µM) 

was used to define non-specific binding. Binding interaction was allowed to reach 

equilibrium by incubation of the mixture at room temperature for one hour on a 

shaker. Bound and free [3H]DAMGO were separated by rapid filtration with GF/B 

filters under vacuum with a Brandel Cell Harvester followed by washing four times 

with ice-cold washing buffer (25mM Tris, pH7.4). Radioactivity on the filters were 
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determined by liquid scintillation counting with a scintillation counter (Perkin-

Elmer). The results were presented as DPMs/30 µg protein contents. 

Statistical Analyses 

All data were analyzed using GraphPad Prism version 8.2.1 (GraphPad 

Software Inc., La Jolla, CA). For sire loading behavior, we used RM-ANOVA, using 

“time” as the within-subject factor and “treatment” as the between subject factors. 

Sidak’s posthoc test was used to determine significant difference in drug-loading 

behaviors over time. For maternal behavior, we used a Chi-squared statistic. For 

the anogenital distance measures, we used RM-ANOVA, using “post-natal day” as 

the within-subject factor and “sire” as the between subject factors. The two-bottle 

sucrose preference test was analyzed using a repeated measures two-way 

ANOVA, with “postnatal day” as the within-subject factor and “sire” as the between-

subject factor. For the precipitated withdrawal study, we used a RM-ANOVA, using 

“withdrawal-like behaviors” as the within-subject factor and “sire” as the between 

subject factors. All drug self-administration data were analyzed using a two-way 

repeated measures analysis of variance (RM-ANOVA), using “day” as the within-

subject factor and “sire” as the between-subject factor. Mann-Whitney U-tests were 

used to analyze all progressive ratio infusion data. We only included rats that were 

patent in these analyses. For the sucrose self-administration experiments, we used 

an unpaired Student’s t-test. Lastly, for the mu-opioid binding studies, data were 

analyzed using an unpaired Student’s t-test.  For all data, significance was defined 

as p < 0.05. 
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Results 

Rodent model of multigenerational paternal morphine exposure 

Male Sprague Dawley rats had daily 3-hour access to morphine self-

administration on a FR1 schedule of reinforcement for 60 consecutive days as 

described previously [139] (Figure 8A). Previous studies have used the rodent 

self-administration paradigm to model drug-loading behavior, which marks the 

transition from controlled to excessive drug use [182, 183]. Here we examined this 

phenomenon for both groups of sires and showed that only the morphine-exposed 

rats transitioned faster from a drug-free state to that of being intoxicated. Control 

rats showed no significant changes in their loading behaviors from day 1 of self-

administration (Figure 6A). Two-way ANOVA (within-subject factor = self-

administration session; between factor: Sire treatment) revealed that both saline-

exposed and morphine-exposed sires maintained their respective number of 

infusions within the first 20 minutes across the 60 day session (Figure 6A: effect 

of self-administration session: F(5.085, 504.2)= 9.671, p<0.0001,  effect of sire  

treatment: F(1, 106)=8.046, p<0.0055, interaction: F(6.595)=4.120, p<0.0005). Sidak’s 

post hoc tests demonstrated a significant increase in the number of infusions 

morphine-exposed sires took across the 60-day session compared to day 1, while 

saline-exposed rats took similar amounts of infusions across each session. These 

results demonstrate that rats with a history of morphine were faster to escalate 

their consumption to a level that is very stable, suggesting a new set point that 

regulates morphine self-administration and is a key feature in the motivation for 

taking opiate drugs.   
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Figure 6. Drug loading behavior is exaggerated in rats chronically exposed to 
morphine. Infusions for saline-exposed and morphine-exposed sires taken within 

the first 20-minutes starting on day 1 and every 10th day until day 60 were quantified 
and analyzed. Only morphine-exposed rats displayed a significant difference in 
drug-loading behaviors over time compared to day 1. Data are expressed as the 
mean ± S.E.M. *p < 0.05.   
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Maternal care directed towards pups and anogenital distance are not 

affected by paternal morphine exposure  

The percentage of time dams spent engaged in these different maternal 

behaviors were calculated. Similar to previous literature assessing maternal 

behaviors between saline- and drug-sired litters [43], we found that maternal care 

behavior did not differ for dams bred to either saline-exposed or morphine-exposed 

sires (Figure 7A: effect of breeding: χ2(4) = 0.2874, p = 0.9906). These results 

demonstration that paternal morphine history does not influence maternal care 

directed towards pup offspring.  

For anogenital distance (AGD), our measurements were taken at post-natal 

days 21 and 28 in male and female offspring. AGD were significantly longer in 

males than in females on both PND 21 and 28, regardless of their siring condition 

(Figure 7B and C: male and female saline-sired offspring: effect of post-natal day: 

F(1, 78) = 418.1, p < 0.0001; effect of sex: F(1, 78) = 631.2, p < 0.0001; interaction: 

F(1, 78) = 32.22, p < 0.0001; male and female morphine-sired offspring: effect of 

post-natal day: F(1, 93) = 582.8, p < 0.0001; effect of sex: F(1, 93) = 705.7, p < 0.0001; 

interaction: F(1, 93) = 37.50, p < 0.0001). For male offspring, the anogenital distance 

was longer at day 28 compared to day 21 and siring had no effect on the AGD at 

either developmental time point (Figure 7B: (effect of post-natal day: F(1, 101) = 

681.4 p < 0.0001; effect of sire: F(1, 101) = 1.200, p = 0.2760; interaction: F(1, 101) = 

0.2557, p = 0.6142). Similar to males, the AGD was longer at day 28 compared to 

day 21 in females and siring had no impact on the AGD at either developmental 

time point (Figure 7C: effect of post-natal day: F(1, 70) = 556.1, p < 0.0001; effect 
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of sire: F(1, 70) = 3.363, p = 0.0709; interaction: F(1, 70) = 1.131, p = 0.2913). Our 

results are in contrast to previous literature reporting significant disruptions in 

reproductive development in offspring derived from drug-exposed fathers [184]. 

Taken together, these results demonstrate that paternal morphine exposure does 

not impact maternal care directed towards pups nor does it alter hormonal 

development during adolescence in male or female progeny.  
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Figure 7. Maternal care directed towards pups and anogenital distance are unaffected by paternal morphine exposure.  
A. Data were collected from saline-paired (n=9) and morphine-paired (n=6) dams. Researchers were blind to the sire breeding 
condition. Maternal care behavior did not differ for dams bred to either saline-exposed or morphine-exposed sires. B, C. 

Anogenital distance (AGD) measurements collected at PND 21 and 28 from offspring derived from saline-exposed (from 8 sires) 
or morphine-exposed sires (from 9 sires). AGD at both time points were significantly longer in males compared to female 
offspring. Siring had no effect on AGD at either developmental timepoint in male or female progeny. Data are expressed as the 
mean ± S.E.M. *p < 0.05.   
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Morphine-sired male but not female offspring self-administer more 

morphine and work harder for morphine infusions compared to saline-sired 

controls 

After F1 offspring were born, naïve adults were tested for morphine 

acquisition and reinforcing efficacy at two doses: 0.25 mg/kg/infusion and 

0.75mg/kg/infusion. Rats were first trained on a fixed ratio 1 schedule of 

reinforcement for 10 days (3hrs/daily) then evaluated for 1 day under a progressive 

ratio schedule which required an increasing number of active-lever presses to earn 

a single infusion over the course of each session. Paternal morphine exposure 

altered morphine self-administration in male rats at the 0.25mg/kg dose during the 

acquisition phase (Figure 8B; effect of sire: F(1, 36) = 10.02, p = 0.0031; effect of 

day: F(9, 324) = 1.243, p = 0.2677; interaction: F(9, 324) = 1.037, p = 0.4101). 

Consistent with these results, under a progressive ratio schedule of reinforcement, 

morphine infusions were significantly higher for morphine-sired males compared 

to saline-sired males (Figure 8C; effect of sire: U = 6.500, p = 0.0106).  

At the 0.75mg/kg dose, morphine intake increased significantly over the 10 

day acquisition period, but there was no difference in infusions between saline- 

and morphine-sired progeny at any of these days (Figure 8D; effect of day: F(2.679, 

95.84) = 3.011, p = 0.0393; effect of sire: F(1, 37) = 0.0002633, p = 0.9871; interaction: 

F(9, 322) = 0.9439, p = 0.4870). Paternal morphine history also had no impact on 

infusions under a progressive ratio schedule of reinforcement (Figure 8E; effect 

of sire: U = 17.50, p = 0.2379) Overall, these data suggest that paternal morphine 
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consumption alters the self-administration and reinforcing efficacy of morphine in 

morphine-sired male offspring in a dose-dependent manner.  

In contrast to male offspring, we found that paternal morphine exposure did 

not alter the acquisition of morphine self-administration in female rats at the 

0.25mg/kg dose (Figure 8F: effect of sire: F(1, 39) = 0.07573, p = 0.7846; effect of 

day: F(9, 351) = 1.240, p = 0.2690; interaction: F(9, 351) = 1.313, p = 0.2284). There 

was also no difference in infusions between saline- and morphine-sired female 

offspring under a progressive ratio schedule of reinforcement (Figure 8G; U = 

29.50, p = 0.8176).  

At the 0.75 mg/kg dose, both saline- and morphine-sired female offspring 

showed increased morphine intake over the acquisition period (Figure 8H; effect 

of day: F(1.634, 52.28) = 8.920, p = 0.0010). However, paternal morphine history had 

no impact on morphine intake between both groups (effect of sire: F(1, 32) = 0.1556, 

p = 0.6959; interaction: F(9, 288) = 0.4053, p = 0.9318). Paternal morphine exposure 

also had no effect on the number of morphine infusions earned under a 

progressive ratio schedule at this higher dose (Figure 8I; U = 44, p = 0.6674). 

These results suggest that paternal morphine history did not impact the self-

administration of morphine at the 0.75mg/kg/infusion dose in female progeny.  

Given the known variations in drug-taking behavior across the estrous cycle 

in female rats [185], a separate group of saline-sired and morphine-sired female 

rats were used to evaluate whether differences in the estrous cycle may influence 

morphine self-administration at the 0.25 mg/kg dose. In order to cover three full 

estrous cycles, we collected vaginal cytology slides prior to the start of each self-
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administration session for 4 days total. Breakpoints on a progressive ratio 

reinforcement schedule were not affected by paternal morphine history or estrous 

cycle in female progeny (Figure 9A effect of sire: F(1, 17) = 1.097, p = 0.3096; effect 

of day: F(1, 16) = 0.002342, p = 0.9620; interaction: F(1, 16) = 0.4323, p = 0.5202; 

Saline-sired non-estrus and estrus: U = 22, p = 0.5153; Morphine-sired non-estrus 

and estrus: U = 50, p = 0.5075). These results suggest that paternal morphine 

exposure has no influence on low dose morphine self-administration in female 

progeny.  
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Figure 8. Enhanced self-administration and reinforcing efficacy of low dose morphine in 
morphine-sired adult male rats. A. F0 males self-administered either morphine (0.75 

mg/kg/infusion) or saline for 60 days consecutively. On day 61, sires were paired with drug-naïve 
dams for breeding for up to 5 days. Following breeding, dams were separated from sires, and F1 
progeny were born. B. Paternal morphine exposure significantly enhanced morphine self-

administration at the low dose in morphine-sired adult male rats (from 8 saline-exposed sires and 8 
morphine-exposed sired). C. In line with these results, morphine-sired (from 8 sires) rats took 

significantly more infusions of morphine compared to saline-sired rats (from 8 sires) under a 
progressive ratio schedule. D. There was no difference in morphine infusions between saline-sired 
(from 5 sires) and morphine-sired male rats (from 6 sires) at the 0.75 mg/kg dose. E. Paternal 

morphine consumption did not alter morphine self-administration at the higher dose in male rats (from 
5 saline-exposed sires and 6 morphine-exposed sires) under a progressive ratio schedule of 
reinforcement. F. In contrast to male offspring , paternal morphine consumption did not alter the 

acquisition of morphine self-administration in adult female rats (from 8 saline-exposed sires and 10 
morphine-exposed sires) at the 0.25mg/kg dose. G. Under the progressive schedule of reinforcement, 

saline-sired (from 8 sires) and morphine-sired (from 10 sires) female rats took similar amounts of 
morphine infusions. H. At the 0.75mg/kg dose, morphine self-administration was intact in female rats 
(from 8 saline-exposed sires and 6 morphine-exposed sires). I. There was no difference between 

saline-sired (from 8 sires) and morphine-sired (from 6 sires) female rats when they were switched to 
a progressive ratio schedule. Data are expressed as the mean ± S.E.M. *p < 0.05.   
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Figure 9. The estrous cycle had no 

impact on morphine taking under a PR 

reinforcement schedule. Vaginal 

cytology slides were collected prior to the 

start of each self-administration session 

for 4 four consecutive days. Analyses 

were done based on siring and phase of 

the cycle (nonestrus or estrus). 

Breakpoints on a PR reinforcement 

schedule were not affected by paternal 

morphine history or estrous cycle in 

female progeny Data are expressed as 

the mean ± S.E.M. *p < 0.05.   
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Paternal morphine taking does not affect self-administration of cocaine in 

F1 progeny 

We used separate cohorts of offspring to determine whether the 

intergenerational effect of paternal morphine exposure generalized to other drug 

classes. Rats were given access to cocaine for 2 hours daily at doses of either 

0.25mg/kg/infusion or 0.5 mg/kg/infusion. After 10 days of FR1 cocaine self-

administration, rats were switched to a progressive ratio schedule to assess the 

reinforcing efficacy of and motivation for cocaine. For male offspring, repeated 

measures ANOVA revealed that paternal morphine exposure increased self-

administration of cocaine over the 10-day acquisition period but had no impact on 

the number of infusions earned in male offspring derived from saline-exposed or 

morphine-exposed sires (Figure 10A; effect of day: F(2.053, 55.66) = 15.45, p = 

0.0001); effect of sire: F(1, 28) = 2.907, p = 0.0993); interaction: F(9, 244) = 1.133, p = 

0.3397). Furthermore, under a progressive ratio schedule of reinforcement, saline-

sired and morphine-sired male offspring earned similar amounts of cocaine 

(Figure 10B; U = 73, p = 0.1407). These results suggest that paternal morphine 

exposure does not impact low dose cocaine self-administration in morphine-sired 

males.    

At the 0.5 mg/kg/infusion dose, both saline- and morphine-sired males 

showed an increase in cocaine infusions earned over the course of 10-days, but 

paternal morphine-history did not have an impact on cocaine consumption (Figure 

10C; effect of day: F(1.385, 24.94) = 22.50, p < 0.001; effect of sire: F(1, 18) = 0.02578, 

p = 0.8742; interaction: F(9, 162) = 1.896, p = 0.0559). Paternal morphine history also 
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had no impact on the total cocaine infusions animals took under a progressive ratio 

schedule at this dose (Figure 10D; U = 70, p = 0.9211). Taken together, these 

data suggest that paternal morphine history does not impact cocaine self-

administration at a high dose in adult male progeny. 

For female progeny, two-way ANOVA (within-subject factor = day; between 

factor = sire) revealed that both groups showed increased cocaine self-

administration at the 0.25mg/kg dose over the 10-day period and that paternal 

morphine exposure had no impact on the number of infusions earned over 10 days 

(Figure. 10E; effect of day: F(1.570, 30.69) = 12.63, p = 0.0003); effect of sire: F(1, 20) = 

0.003090, p = 0.9562); interaction: (F(9, 176) = 0.4180, p = 0.9243). Saline- and 

morphine-sired female rats also took similar amount of cocaine infusions under a 

progressive ratio schedule at this dose (Figure. 10F; effect of sire: U = 51.50, p = 

0.5950). Similarly, at the 0.5mg/kg dose, all animals displayed increased cocaine 

self-administration and there was no effect of paternal morphine exposure on the 

number of infusions earned over 10 days (Figure 10G; effect of day: F(1.423, 19.92) = 

14.03, p = 0.0005; effect of sire: F(1, 14) = 0.1358, p = 0.7180; interaction: (F(9, 126) = 

1.035, p = 0.4159). Paternal morphine history also did not have any impact on 

cocaine taking under a progressive ratio schedule (Figure 10H; U = 31.50, p = 

0.9843). Taken together, these data indicate that cocaine self-administration was 

not impacted by paternal morphine self-administration in female offspring.  
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Figure 10. No difference in cocaine self-administration in morphine-sired adult male and female rats. A. 

Paternal morphine consumption did not alter cocaine self-administration in male rats (from 7 saline-exposed 
sires and 9 morphine-exposed sires) at 0.25 mg/kg dose. B. Under a progressive ratio schedule of 

reinforcement, both saline-sired (from 7 saline-exposed sires) and morphine-sired male rats (from 9 morphine-
exposed sires) self-administered similar amounts of cocaine at the low dose. C. At the higher dose of cocaine 

(0.5 mg/kg), there was no main effect of paternal morphine on infusions during the acquisition phase in male 
rats (from 6 saline-exposed sires and 6 morphine-exposed sires). D. There was no difference in cocaine 

infusions between saline-sired (from 6 saline-exposed sires) and morphine-sired male rats (from 6 morphine-
exposed sires) under a progressive ratio schedule of reinforcement. E. Paternal morphine consumption did 

not alter cocaine self-administration in female rats (from 7 saline-exposed sires and 7 morphine-exposed sires) 
at the 0.25 mg/kg dose. F. Saline-sired (from 5 sires) and morphine-sired female rats (from 7 sires) do not 
show altered cocaine self-administration under a progressive ratio schedule. G. Similarly, at the 0.5 mg/kg 

dose, there was no main effect of paternal morphine exposure on morphine infusions in female rats (from 4 
saline-exposed sires and 4 morphine-exposed sires) during the acquisition phase. H. Under a progressive 

ratio schedule, there was no difference in cocaine infusions between saline-sired (from 4 saline-exposed) and 
morphine-sired female rats (from 4 morphine-exposed sires). Data are expressed as the mean ± S.E.M. *p < 
0.05.   
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Paternal morphine exposure does not alter nicotine or sucrose self-

administration in F1 offspring 

Naïve littermates were used for these experiments. Male saline-sired and 

morphine-sired offspring had access to nicotine (0.03 mg/kg) via intravenous self-

administration on an FR1 schedule for 10 consecutive days (see supplemental 

materials and methods). Both groups gradually took higher infusions of nicotine 

but there was no effect of paternal morphine on self-administration (Figure 11A: 

main effect of day: F(1.575, 22.04) = 11.29, p < 0.001; effect of sire: F(1, 14) = 0.5201, p 

= 0.4827; interaction: F(9, 126) = 0.9816, p = 0.4586). Under a progressive ratio 

schedule of reinforcement, saline-sired and morphine-sired male rats self-

administered similar amounts of nicotine infusions (Figure 11B: effect of sire: U = 

165.5, p = 0.3518), suggesting no impact on the reinforcing efficacy of nicotine.  

For sucrose self-administration, both groups of female progeny self-

administered an increasing number of pellets over time but there was no main 

effect of paternal morphine exposure (Figure 11C: Female progeny; effect of day: 

F(3.342, 46.79) = 42.82, p = 0.0001; effect of sire: F(1, 14) = 2.275, p = 0.1537; 

interaction: F(8, 112) = 1.070, p = 0.3891) Similarly in male offspring, both groups 

took increasingly more sucrose pellets over time but  there was no main effect of 

paternal morphine exposure (Figure 11D: Male progeny; effect of day: F(2.980, 65.56) 

= 11.36, p = 0.0001; effect of sire: F(1, 22) = 0.7019, p = 0.4112; interaction: F(9, 198) 

= 0.4824, p = 0.8854). Taken together, these results demonstrate that paternal 

morphine history does not impact nicotine self-administration, nor does it produce 

deficits in operant learning in progeny.  
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Figure 11. Paternal morphine exposure does not alter nicotine or sucrose self-
administration in F1 offspring. A. There was no main effect of paternal morphine 

exposure on nicotine self-administration in male rats (from 5 saline-exposed sires 
and 6 morphine-exposed sires). B. When switched to a progressive ratio schedule 

of reinforcement, saline-sired (from 5 saline-exposed sires) and morphine-sired 
(from 6 saline-exposed sires) male rats self-administered similar amounts of 
nicotine infusions. C. In male offspring (from 6 saline-exposed sires and 6 

morphine-exposed sires), there was no main effect of paternal morphine exposure 
on deficits in operant learning. D. In female progeny (from 4 saline-exposed sires 

and 4 morphine-exposed sires), there was no main effect of paternal morphine 
exposure on deficits in operant learning. Data are expressed as the mean ± S.E.M. 
*p < 0.05.   
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Paternal morphine history does not elicit depressive-like behaviors in female 

and male progeny  

Recent clinical evidence suggests that parental drug use could be a strong 

risk factor to mental health problems including depression in children [186]. To 

investigate whether paternal morphine exposure induced depressive-like 

behaviors in first-generation offspring, we used a two-bottle sucrose preference 

test [187] (see supplemental materials and methods). Paternal morphine exposure 

had no impact on sucrose preference in male (Figure 12A: effect of sire: t24=1.023, 

p = 0.3166) and  female progeny (Figure 12B: effect of sire: t21 =0.9486, p = 

0.3536). Together these results indicate that paternal morphine history does not 

produce anhedonic behavior in progeny.   
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Figure 12. Paternal morphine history does not elicit depressive-like behaviors in male and 
female F1 offspring. A. Paternal morphine exposure had no impact on sucrose preference in 
male progeny (from 6 saline-exposed sires and 7 morphine-exposed sires progeny. B. Paternal 

morphine exposure had no impact on sucrose preference in female progeny (from 5 saline-
exposed sires and 7 morphine-exposed sires).. Data are expressed as the mean ± S.E.M. *p < 
0.05.      
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A history of paternal morphine exposure does not impact offspring 

naloxone-induced withdrawal from morphine  

A separate cohort of rats received non-contingent subcutaneous morphine 

injections (10mg/kg, s.c., twice daily) for 5 consecutive days. 24-hrs after the last 

morphine injection, rats received naloxone injections (2mg/kg, s.c.) and 

withdrawal signs were recorded for 30 min (Figure 13A). For females saline-

sired and morphine-sired progeny, paternal morphine consumption did not affect 

withdrawal-like behaviors (Figure 13B: effect of withdrawal-like behavior: F(3.491, 

34.91) = 0.8416, p = 0.4952; effect of sire: F(1, 10) = 0.1025, p = 0.7554; interaction: 

F(7, 70) = 0.9434, p = 0.4792. Similarly for males, withdrawal-like behaviors was 

not impacted by paternal morphine history (Figure 13C: effect of withdrawal-like 

behavior: F(2.033, 20.33) = 0.8194, p = 0.4565; effect of sire: F(1, 10) = 0.1889, p = 

0.6730); interaction: F(7, 70) = 0.3642, p = 0.9200). These results demonstrate that 

paternal morphine history does not alter naloxone-induced precipitated 

withdrawal in morphine-dependent progeny.    
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Figure 13. A history of paternal morphine exposure does not impact naloxone-induced 
withdrawal from morphine in offspring. A. Experimental timeline to induce morphine dependence. 

Adult F1 offspring received morphine (10 mg/kg, s.c., twice daily) for 5 consecutive days. On day 6, 
offspring were injected with naloxone (2 mg/kg, s.c.) and their withdrawal-like behaviors were 
monitored for 30 minutes. B, C. Paternal morphine consumption did not affect withdrawal-like 

behaviors in both saline-sired and morphine-sired female (from 2 saline-exposed sires and 4 
morphine-exposed sires) and male progeny (from 3 saline-exposed sires and 3 morphine-exposed 
sires). Data are expressed as the mean ± S.E.M. *p < 0.05.     
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Paternal morphine history did not impact mu opioid receptor GTP gamma S 

activation in male progeny, and binding and GTP gamma S activation in 

female progeny 

  Adult drug-naïve tissue samples were collected for these analyses. 

Similarly, saline-sired and morphine-sired males show no significant difference in 

mu-opioid receptor function within the VTA (Figure 14A: effect of sire: t14=1.752, 

p = 0.1017). Additionally, there was no difference between saline-sired and 

morphine-sired female progeny in mu-opioid receptor binding within the VTA 

(Figure 14B: effect of sire: t5=1.205, p = 0.2821). Activation of the mu-opioid 

receptor by agonist binding in female progeny was also unchanged following 

paternal morphine history (Figure 14C: effect of sire: t12=0.5457, p = 0.5953). 

Taken together, while morphine-sired male offspring had greater occupancy of 

the mu-opioid receptor at baseline (see main results), the functional 

consequence of receptor occupancy, as assessed using GTP gamma S 

activation, was not impacted by paternal morphine history. In female progeny, 

these results demonstrate there is no change in mu-opioid receptor binding and 

activation within the VTA.  
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Figure 14. Paternal morphine history did not impact mu opioid receptor expression and 
GTP gamma S activation in female progeny, and GTP gamma S activation in male 
progeny. A. Saline-sired and morphine-sired male progeny show no significant difference in 
GTP gamma S signal transduction in VTA. B. Drug-naïve saline-sired and morphine-sired 

female progeny show no significant difference in mu-opioid receptor expression within the 
VTA. C. Saline-sired and morphine-sired female rats show no significant difference in GTP 

gamma S signal transduction in the VTA. Data are expressed as the mean ± S.E.M. *p < 0.05.    
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Paternal morphine exposure enhances mu-opioid receptor binding in the 

VTA and induces region-specific changes in gene expression in the NAc 

and VTA of adult male offspring 

Brain regions were collected from adult saline- and morphine-sired female 

and male rats between post-natal days 60 to 120. Drug-naïve morphine-sired male 

offspring had significantly greater binding of mu-opioid receptors in the VTA 

compared to saline-sired controls (Figure 15A; effect of sire: (t26=2.653, p = 

0.0134). There was no difference in mu-opioid binding in the NAc of drug-naïve 

male offspring (Figure15B; effect of sire: (t18=0.2093, p = 0.8366). Taken together, 

these results demonstrate the paternal morphine exposure enhanced the binding 

of the mu-opioid receptor protein, specifically in the VTA of drug-naïve morphine-

sired males.  

Next, RNA sequencing was used to delineate transcriptomic changes in 

reward-related brain regions of first-generation progeny. Paternal morphine 

exposure induced region-specific changes in gene expression within the NAc and 

VTA: 211 and 195 differentially expressed genes (DEGs) were identified in the 

NAc and VTA, respectively, with on 13 common DEGs identified in both the NAc 

and VTA (Figure 15C). Heatmaps sorted by fold change of NAc and VTA DEGs 

revealed different patterns of up- and down-regulated DEGs in the NAc and VTA 

(Figure 15D, E).  

We used KEGG pathway analysis to determine biological processes and 

pathways that are altered by paternal morphine exposure. Entirely unique KEGG 

pathways were identified using NAc and VTA DEGs (Figure 15F). We next used 
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HOMER analysis of transcription factor binding sites on DEGs in order to 

determine transcription factors predicted to regulate gene expression in the NAc 

and VTA following paternal morphine exposure. We found no overlap in predicted 

transcription factors identified in the NAc and VTA (Figure 15G), suggesting 

region-specific neural adaptations induced by paternal morphine exposure in the 

NAc and VTA.  
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 Figure 15. Increased mu-opioid receptor expression in the VTA, but not the NAc, 
and changes in gene expression profile in the VTA and NAc induced by paternal 
morphine exposure. A, and B. Mu-opioid receptor expression in the VTA and NAc of 

drug-naïve male rats derived from sires exposed to either saline or morphine. There is 
significantly greater opioid receptor binding in the VTA of morphine-sired male offspring 
compared to saline-sired controls. Opioid receptor expression was similar in the NAc of 
saline-sired and morphine-sired male offspring. C. Venn diagrams displaying the 

number of differentially expressed genes (DEGs) induced by paternal morphine 
exposure in the nucleus accumbens (NAc; 211 DEGs) and the ventral tegmental area 
(VTA; 195 DEGs). Only 13 commons DEGs were identified between the two regions. D.

Heatmap sorted by fold change of NAc DEGs (bottom) compared to fold change in VTA 
(top). E. Heatmap sorted by fold change of VTA DEGs (bottom) compared to fold change 
in NAc (top). F. KEGG enrichment terms identified using NAc and VTA DEGs. The 
number of DEGs identified in each term is identified above the bar graph. G.

Transcription factors identified using Homer analysis that are predicted to regulate gene 
expression in the NAc and VTA following paternal morphine exposure. 
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Discussion 

The current findings indicates that paternal morphine exposure produces 

sex-specific intergenerational effects on offspring. Specifically, morphine-sired 

males are more sensitive than saline-sired controls to low dose morphine (0.25 

mg/kg) self-administration and are more motivated for morphine infusions as 

measured under a progressive ratio schedule. This phenotype was dose-

dependent and did not generalize to other reinforcers since neither cocaine, 

nicotine, or sucrose self-administration were comparable in morphine- and saline-

sired progeny. Additionally, drug naïve morphine-sired male offspring had 

increased basal mu-opioid receptor binding in the VTA, and region-specific 

alterations in the transcriptome of the nucleus accumbens and VTA.  

Paternal morphine exposure caused increased morphine-taking in male but 

not female progeny 

Prior multigenerational studies have identified male and/or female altered 

reward sensitivity resulting from paternal morphine exposure [116, 167, 168, 188]. 

For example, Sadat-Shirazi et al found that morphine-sired progeny was resistant 

to morphine condition place preference but sensitive to methamphetamine 

condition place preference [188]. In the present study, we observed an effect of 

paternal morphine exposure on morphine self-administration and motivation to 

work for morphine infusions in male offspring. We chose to use the self-

administration design over experimenter-delivered conditioned place preference 

because it is more translationally relevant to the human condition of volitional 

intravenous drug use. Thus, differences in methodological considerations 
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including the exposure and mating paradigm, as well as the inclusion of a washout 

period in sires may account for the discrepancy between our results and those of 

the aforementioned study. We found that paternal morphine self-administration 

increased morphine sensitivity in male but not female offspring. Similar to our 

results, Vassoler et al found that morphine and oxycodone self-administration was 

increased in offspring (female) of morphine-exposed sires. These studies provide 

evidence for the notion that paternal morphine exposure can lead to 

multigenerational effects that impact reward sensitivity in both male and female 

offspring.  

Increased mu-opioid receptors binding in the VTA of naive morphine-sired 

male progeny 

Morphine binds to mu-opioid receptors located on GABAergic interneurons 

in the VTA to ultimately increase dopamine neurotransmission into the NAc to 

mediate reward and motivation [189, 190]. Here we reported that drug-naïve male 

offspring have significantly increased selective agonist DAMGO binding to mu-

opioid receptors in the VTA but not in the NAc. This effect is in line with their 

increased morphine self-administration behavior, suggesting altered sensitivity to 

morphine in morphine-sired males can, in part, be explained by increase binding 

to mu-opioid receptors specifically in the VTA. However, modifications in opioid-

receptor binding did not result in any significant change in mu-opioid receptor 

activation of the G-protein as measured with agonist-stimulated GTP gammaS 

binding. In its inactive state, G-protein alpha subunits has a relatively high affinity 

for GDP over GTP, whereas activation of mu-opioid receptors by morphine shifts 
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the alpha subunit into a higher affinity for GTP versus GDP, leading to changes in 

protein function or gene transcription [191].Thus, our results could be due to 

differential activation in various downstream signaling pathways that are regulated 

by opioid receptors [192]. A previous report in Sprague Dawley rats found that 

morphine exposure in mothers resulted in increased levels of mu-opioid receptors 

in the NAc and decreased levels in the VTA [193]. This discrepancy in findings 

suggest that there may be distinct germline reprogramming events triggered by 

morphine exposure between female and male rats in the parental generation.  

The current work provides evidence for epigenetic intergenerational 

transmission that impact reward-related behavior and physiology in offspring. 

Although the mechanism by which paternal morphine exposure alters reward 

sensitivity in offspring is not yet understood, other researchers have demonstrated 

multi- and transgenerational effects resulting from stress [40, 194], diet [37], and 

toxins [195]. These effects have also been reported in humans [31, 196, 197] but 

is a matter of controversial debate, mainly because of confounding ecological, 

genetic, and cultural factors. DNA methylation [39, 195, 198], histone post 

translational modifications [43], and small non-coding RNAs [40, 88, 159] have 

been reported to alter the sperm epigenome. Given that mu-, delta-, and kappa-

receptors are present in germ cells [199, 200] and the fact that they play an 

important role in spermatogenesis, it is plausible that chronic morphine exposure 

in sires caused epigenetic reprogramming events that ultimately influences regions 

of the brain in offspring that play a critical role in reward signaling. Future work 
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must be focused on uncovering the molecular mechanisms underlying 

intergenerational transmission of morphine exposure from father to offspring.  
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CHAPTER 4 

 DELINEATING THE STABILITY OF PATERNAL OPIOID EXPOSURE-

DERIVED DRUG -TAKING PHENOTYPES 

Abstract 

Sires chronically exposed to morphine for 60 consecutive days before breeding 

produce male offspring that self-administer more morphine than controls. To 

investigate whether including an abstinence or “washout” phase after chronic 

morphine exposure would prevent male offspring from exhibiting this phenotype, 

we gave sires an abstinence period of 90 days between their last self-

administration session and breeding. We identified the sires as “abstinent sires” 

and the offspring as “time-off” males and females. We find that morphine self-

administration in time-off morphine-sired males was similar to time-off saline-sired 

males. The reinforcing efficacy of morphine, as assessed under a progressive ratio 

schedule of reinforcement, was also similar in time-off male offspring. Paternal 

abstinence from morphine did not impact morphine self-administration in time-off 

female progeny. Together, these results revealed that abstinence following chronic 

morphine exposure in sires prevents the transmission of addiction-related 

phenotypes in subsequent generations.    
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Introduction 

Multigenerational inheritance studies show that the exposure regimen is 

crucial in determining whether addiction-like phenotypes are transmitted from 

father or offspring. For instance, our lab demonstrated that 60 consecutive days of 

morphine self-administration in sires was necessary to produce male offspring that 

display heightened vulnerability to self-administer morphine. Importantly, there is 

preclinical evidence that a “washout” period prior to mating mitigates these 

deleterious effects of parental opioid consumption on offspring behavioral and 

biological outcomes [167]. Furthermore, other studies have shown that not 

including a washout period following parental morphine exposure can produce 

deficits in offspring [201, 202]. The purpose of the current study is to extend our 

initial findings to include a washout period in sires following chronic morphine 

exposure. Given that transmission from father to progeny is primarily conferred via 

reprogramming events of the germline epigenome, this study would provide critical 

insight into whether the mechanisms underlying the transmission of the paternal 

morphine exposure are permanent or transient. 

This study was designed to determine whether or not abstinence in sires 

following chronic morphine exposure would alter the reinforcing effects of 

morphine in offspring. A 60-day morphine exposure regimen followed by 90-days 

of abstinence before breeding was used to produce first-generation male and 

female offspring.   

Materials and Methods 

Generation of time-off adult F1 rats 
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 A modified version of the paternal morphine exposure models was used for 

these experiments. Following 60 continuous days of morphine self-administration, 

sires of the parental generation (F0) were housed in the animal facility, 

undisturbed, for a 90-day abstinence phase (Figure 16A). However, from 

abstinence days 45 to 50, naïve dams were paired with sires for mating but not to 

engender offspring. The purpose of this phase was to allow sires to ejaculate 

mature spermatozoa cells that were previously reprogrammed by chronic 

morphine exposure [203, 204]. At the end of the abstinence period, sires were 

paired with drug naïve female rats to produce adult time-off morphine-sired 

offspring and time-off saline-sired offspring (Figure 16B). These offspring were 

used to evaluate morphine’s abuse vulnerability at the 0.25 mg/kg dose. 

Morphine self-administration in time-offspring F1 offspring 

Drug-naïve time-offspring male and female rats allowed to self-administer 

morphine (0.25 mg/kg/infusion) for 10 days on a FR1 schedule of reinforcement 

during daily 3-hour sessions. On day 11, rats were switched to a progressive ratio 

(PR) schedule in which the response requirement for each subsequent morphine 

infusion increased over the course of a 6hr time period.  

Statistical Analyses 

All data were analyzed using GraphPad Prism version 8.2.1 (GraphPad 

Software Inc., La Jolla, CA). Morphine self-administration data were analyzed 

using a two-way repeated measures analysis of variance (RM-ANOVA), using 

“day” as the within-subject factor and “sire” as the between-subject factor. Mann-

Whitney U-tests were used to analyze all progressive ratio infusion data. We only 
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included rats that were patent in these analyses. For all data, significance was 

defined as p < 0.05. 

Results 

Paternal abstinence from morphine prevents the expression of heightened 

morphine-taking phenotype in F1 offspring  

Adult time-off rats were first trained to self-administer morphine (0.25 mgkg) 

on a fixed ratio 1 schedule of reinforcement for 10 days (3hrs/daily) then evaluated 

for 1 day under a progressive ratio schedule which required an increasing number 

of active-lever presses to earn a single infusion over the course of each session. 

For time-off male offspring, there was no significant main effect of sire, day, or  

interaction (Figure 16C: effect of sire: F(1, 19) = 0.7509, p = 0.3970; effect of day: 

F(1.720, 32.67) = 0.8582, p = 0.4181; interaction: F(9, 171) = 0.3240, p = 0.9662). Under 

the progressive ratio schedule, there was also no significant difference between 

time-off saline-sired and time-off morphine-sired males in their motivation to self-

administer morphine (Figure 16D; U = 47.50, p = 0.6614), suggesting the 

reinforcing efficacy of morphine was not increased.  

For female time-off offspring (Figure 16E), a two-way ANOVA revealed a 

main effect of day (effect of day: F(1.693, 27.09) = 4.384, p = 0.0276) but not an effect 

of sire (effect of sire: F(1, 16) = 0.02320, p = 0.8809) or significant interaction 

(interaction: F(9, 144) = 0.4465, p = 0.9075). Under the progressive ratio schedule, 

there was no significant difference between both groups of offspring (Figure F; U 

= 28, p = 0.3571). Taken together, these results demonstrate that an abstinence 
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period in sires following chronic morphine exposure is sufficient to prevent 

increased morphine self-administration in male and female offspring.  
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Figure 16. Abstinence period after paternal chronic morphine exposure blocks morphine vulnerability in 
male and female offspring. (A) Timeline: Chronic morphine exposure in sire followed by a 90-day abstinence 
period. (B) Adult Offspring derived from abstinent sires and drug-naïve dams (C/D) No difference in morphine 

self-administration and motivation to work for morphine between time-off saline-sired and time-off morphine-
sired adult male offspring. (E/F) Time-off saline-sired and time-off morphine sired female offspring show 

escalation in morphine self-administration but paternal abstinence after chronic morphine exposure did not 
impact morphine self-administration or motivation to work for morphine.    
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Discussion 

This is the first study to examine whether drug-abstinence following chronic 

exposure in sires prevents addiction-like behavior in offspring. We found that an 

abstinence or “washout” period of 90-days between the last self-administration and 

breeding prevented male and female offspring from self-administering more 

morphine compared to controls. Previous multigenerational studies that included 

a washout period after morphine treatment in sire found similar results. For 

instance, in a study where male rats consumed morphine twice daily for 14 

consecutive days, prior to mating with drug-naïve female rats, male and female 

offspring did not exhibit a preference for morphine as assessed by the morphine 

two-bottle choice paradigm [103]. In a separate study, male rats that had 10 

consecutive days of incremental dosing of morphine, followed by a 20-day wash-

out period, prior to mating, produced male offspring that did not exhibit morphine-

conditioned place preference (CPP) at a low dose [168]. In contrast to these 

findings, a study that exposed adolescent rats to morphine for 10 consecutive days 

followed by a 4-6 week washout period before mating produced female but not 

male offspring that showed acquisition and enhanced motivation for oxycodone 

but decreased motivation for cocaine [116]. Based on these previous reports, it 

appears that the negative effects of paternal morphine consumption are transient 

and thus could be alleviated. Our work falls in line with these previous reports by 

showing that abstinence following chronic drug exposure spares offspring from 

developing problematic drug use patterns.  
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DNA methylation, post-translational histone modifications, and populations 

of small non-coding RNAs in sperm have been implicated in the intergenerational 

transmission of paternal ancestral experiences, with alterations in mostly these 

epigenetic marks observed following paternal exposure to various stimuli such as 

diet, stress, and drugs of abuse [39, 198, 205, 206]. Previous studies that have 

used in vitro fertilization and manipulated total RNA count suggest sperm RNAs as 

the mechanistic link between paternal insults and subsequent consequences on 

offspring behavior and biology [39, 206]. In a previous multigenerational rodent 

model of paternal stress exposure, a reduced HPA axis response was associated 

with increased expression of 9 miRNAs (miR-29c miR-30a, miR-30c, miR-32, miR-

193-5p, miR-204, miR-375, miR-532-3p, and miR-698) in paternal sperm. To prove 

causality in conferring offspring neurodevelopment, these miRNAs were 

microinjected into single-cell zygotes to ultimately recapitulate the phenotype. In 

regard to the current study, it is very important to determine if the mechanism for 

the transduction of the phenotype was via epigenetic changes in sperm. Future 

directions for this project will identify if these marks are restored after abstinence 

from morphine in sires.  

Epigenetic mechanisms underlying the transmission of this effect was not 

investigated in the current study. However, it is likely that paternal morphine 

exposure followed by an abstinence period may have mitigated the once damaged 

epigenetics marks present within the male germline. In humans and rodents, 

proper sperm development is mediated through the complex interplay of the testis 

and endocrine system. Chronic opioid exposure has been shown to disrupt this 
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system by altering the levels of key sex hormones, including gonadotropin-

releasing hormone (GnRH), luteinizing hormone (LH), dihydrotestosterone (DHT), 

and follicle stimulating hormone (FSH) [207]. Furthermore, studies have 

demonstrated that the inhibitory action of opioids and their analogs induces 

significant decrease in testosterone levels within the testes by systemically acting 

on the hypothalamic-pituitary-gonadal (HPG) axis, which often leads to reduced 

fertility, hypogonadism, decreased sperm concentration, and impotency [204, 208-

210]. Given the extensive body of evidence supporting a relationship between 

chronic opioid exposure in males and development in future generations [204, 211, 

212], it is possible that the initial chronic opioid exposure in sires impacted the key 

hormones important for normal sperm development.   

 In summary, our results indicate that having an abstinence period following 

morphine exposure in sires is necessary to prevent addiction-related behaviors in 

male and female offspring. Specifically, after being chronically exposed to 

morphine to 60 consecutive days, sires must undergo 90 consecutive days of 

abstinence in order to normalize morphine consumption in offspring. Future work 

in our lab aims to define the epigenetic landscape in the germline of sires that had 

an abstinence period to morphine-exposed sires.    
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CHAPTER 5 

THE EFFECTS OF PATERNAL MORPHINE EXPOSURE ON ADOLESCENT 

OFFSPRING DRUG-TAKING BEHAVIOR 

Abstract 

Our previous work indicates that adult male but not female offspring of morphine 

exposed sires exhibit heightened self-administration of morphine as well as 

increased mu-opioid receptor expression in the ventral tegmental area (VTA). We 

extended this line of investigation to examine drug-taking in adolescent offspring 

because this is a vulnerable period in development where drug-use typically begins 

and can be a predictor of drug abuse vulnerability later in adulthood. Given the 

alarmingly high rates of abuse of illicit opioids that occur during this developmental 

period, we allowed separate groups of adolescent rats to acquire either heroin self-

administration at two different doses: 0.025 and 0.050mg/kg or cocaine 

(0.5mg/kg). We then assessed their motivation to self-administer both drugs. 

Results indicated that adolescent male and female offspring of morphine-exposed 

sires showed normal acquisition of heroin self-administration under an FR1 

schedule of reinforcement. The reinforcing efficacy of heroin was also unchanged 

under the progressive ratio schedule in offspring of both sexes. Cocaine self-

administration was unaffected in both male and female progeny, regardless of 

siring. Taken together, these findings indicated that paternal morphine exposure 

does not influence opioid or cocaine consumption in adolescent male and female 

progeny.  
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Introduction  

Parental opioid exposure studies provide a plausible explanation for the 

transmission of complex behavioral traits across multiple generations [206]. Work 

from our lab as well as others have shown that paternal morphine exposure can 

increase opioid abuse liability in adult offspring [116]. Epidemiological studies have 

shown that early onset of drug use is strongly associated with greater likelihood of 

adult drug use problems [213, 214]. In addition, some evidence suggests that 

adolescent-onset of drug use often begins as a result of parental drug use [215].  

A common theme that emerges from epigenetic inheritance studies is the finding 

that parental exposure to various insults can persist prenatally and be observed 

throughout the lifespan of the offspring, suggesting long-term developmental 

effects of parental experiences. Given the increased risk for addiction in 

adolescent populations, better understanding of mechanisms that contribute to 

drug use problems later in adulthood will improve our understanding of the disease 

of addiction.  

Adolescence represents a vulnerable transitional period in development 

when drug use typically begins. For opioids, (both illicit and prescription), 

adolescents are more likely than other age groups to become addicted to these 

drugs (after marijuana and alcohol) [216]. Specifically, use and abuse of opioid 

drugs such as heroin and oxycontin has steadily increased since the early 2000s 

among adolescents [217]. This is alarming because first-time drug experimentation 

during adolescence is strongly associated with greater severity of addiction 
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problems later in adulthood [218, 219], and it could serve as a gateway to the use 

of multiple substances [220].    

Rodent models provide strong logical validity for examining the behavioral 

and neurobiological consequences associated with human adolescent drug use 

[221]. Although the precise definition by age is unclear, adolescence in rodents, 

termed peri-adolescence, is between postnatal day 28 and 42 (10 and 19 for 

humans) [222, 223]. In rodents as well as in other species, adolescence is 

characterized by robust changes in behavior and biology. For example, adolescent 

rodents exhibit heightened levels of social interaction and social play [224], risk-

taking [225], and novelty-seeking [226]. These behaviors can persist into 

adulthood and are strongly associated with heightened risk to self-administer drugs 

of abuse [227, 228]. Although no rodent studies have examined the relationship 

between adult male exposure to morphine and adolescent offspring opioid abuse 

liability, emerging evidence indicates that maternal exposure before and during 

pregnancy to various drugs is associated with adverse outcomes in adolescent 

offspring [229]. These studies have found evidence linking maternal marijuana 

exposure during pregnancy to sleep problems [230], reduced cognition [231, 232], 

and heightened risk for psychopathology (i.e., psychosis, internalizing, 

externalizing) [233-235], all of which is related to the onset and course of 

substance use disorders among children. Thus, it is plausible that morphine 

exposure in fathers may increase the risk for adolescent neuropsychiatric 

disorders in offspring.   
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We have shown previously that adult male offspring of morphine-exposed 

sires show heightened vulnerability to abuse morphine. As an extension of these 

studies, we bred morphine-exposed sire with drug-naïve females to produce 

adolescent offspring to determine whether these effects were also present during 

this vulnerable period. We hypothesize that adolescent morphine-sired offspring 

would show increase self-administration for heroin. We chose to assess heroin 

self-administration in our rodent offspring because evidence suggest that 

adolescent humans represents a large proportion of new injecting heroin users 

[236, 237].  

Materials and Methods 

Generation of adolescent F1 rats 

 For this experiment, we utilized our well-studied paternal morphine 

exposure model. Beginning at approximately post-natal day (PND) 60, F0 sires 

were allowed to lever press for intravenous morphine (daily 3-hr sessions, 0.75 

mg/kg morphine/59 µl saline, infused over 5 s) for 60 consecutive days (duration 

of rodent spermatogenesis) on a fixed ratio 1 (FR1) schedule of reinforcement, 

where one lever press resulted in a single infusion of morphine. Age-matched 

control rats received saline over the same time period. At PND 21, we weaned 

offspring derived from morphine-experienced sires (morphine-sired) and saline 

controls (saline-sired) and pair-housed them with same-sex littermates on a 12h 

light/dark cycle, with lights off at 8:30 am. For each of the four groups (male saline-

sired, male morphine-sired, female saline-sired, female morphine-sired) 1-2 

adolescent rats were randomly selected for drug self-administration experiments. 
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Rats started self-administration on average at PND 38. All experiments were 

approved and conducted in accordance with the Institutional Animal Care and Use 

Committee by Temple University. 

Heroin self-administration in adolescent F1 offspring 

Separate cohorts of female and male adolescent rats were allowed to self-

administer heroin at two distinct doses (0.025 or 0.050 mg/kg/infusion) for 10 days 

on a FR1 schedule of reinforcement during daily 3-hour sessions. On day 11, rats 

were switched to a progressive ratio (PR) schedule in which the response 

requirement for each subsequent heroin infusion increased over the course of a 

6hr time period. The response requirement on the active lever increased over the 

course of the session using the following equation: Response requirement = 

Round (C1 x e[C2 x (Step Number C3)] – C1 + C4) where results are rounded to the nearest 

integer value; step number is the number of ratios completed and C1, C2, C3 and 

C4 are constants with values of 10, 0.035, 1, and 0.5, respectively. The response 

requirement increased according to this sequence: 1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 2, 3, 3, 3, 4, 4, 5, 

5, 6, 6, 7, 7, 8, 9, 9, 10, 11, 11, 12, 13, 14 etc. 

Cocaine self-administration in adolescent F1 offspring 

A separate group of adolescent littermates were used in this experiment. 

F1 rats self-administered cocaine (daily 2hr session, 0.50 mg/kg) on an FR1 

schedule of reinforcement for 10 consecutive days. Each cocaine infusion was 

followed by a 20-s timeout period, during which cocaine was not infused but 

responses were recorded. Following 10 days on FR1, rats were switched to a 

progressive ratio schedule of reinforcement where the response requirement – 
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(R(i)= [5e0.2i–5]) – expired when a rat took more than 30 minutes to lever press for 

the subsequent cocaine infusion.  

Statistical Analyses 

All data were analyzed using GraphPad Prism version 8.2.1 (GraphPad 

Software Inc., La Jolla, CA). Heroin and cocaine self-administration data were 

analyzed using a two-way repeated measures analysis of variance (RM-ANOVA), 

using “day” as the within-subject factor and “sire” as the between-subject factor. 

Mann-Whitney U-tests were used to analyze all progressive ratio infusion data for 

heroin and progressive ration breakpoint data for cocaine. We only included rats 

that were patent in these analyses. For all data, significance was defined as p < 

0.05. 

Results 

Heroin self-administration and the reinforcing efficacy of heroin in 

adolescent rats is not influenced by paternal morphine history.  

Male progeny that self-administered heroin over the 10-day acquisition 

period showed a significant increase in infusions (Figure 17A; effect of day: F(1.814, 

29.03) = 6.384, p = 0.0062). However, this increase was not influenced by paternal 

morphine history (Figure 17A; effect of sire: F(1, 16) = 0.2204, p = 0.6451; 

interaction: F(9, 144) = 0.1560, p = 0.9976). Consistent with these results, there was 

no significant difference between adolescent saline-sired and morphine-sired male 

offspring in the number of heroin infusion taken under a progressive ratio schedule 

of reinforcement (Figure 17B; effect of sire: U = 30.50, p = 0.4951). At the higher 

dose of heroin (0.050mg/kg) results from a 2-way ANOVA revealed that both 
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groups of offspring gradually self-administered more heroin over time. However, 

there was no difference in the number of heroin infusions between saline-sired and 

morphine-sired offspring (Figure 17C; effect of day: F(1.794, 23.32) = 7.170, p = 

0.0047; effect of sire: F(1, 13) = 0.5949, p = 0.4543; interaction: F(9, 117) = 2.655, p = 

0.0078). Interestingly, there was a significant interaction for the number of heroin 

infusion self-administered across the 10-day acquisition period. However, we did 

not perform a Sidak post-hoc analyses for the cross-over interaction because the 

results would not be meaningful. Lastly, there was no significant difference in the 

number of heroin infusions self-administered under progressive ratio schedule of 

reinforcement (Figure 17D; effect of sire: U = 25, p = 0.8639). Taken together, 

these results demonstrate that low and high dose heroin self-administration is not 

altered in  morphine-sired male progeny. 

Adolescent saline-sired and morphine-sired female offspring gradually 

increased their self-administration of heroin over the 10-day session under the FR1 

schedule of reinforcement (Figure 17E: effect of day: F(4.404, 52.85) = 5.513, p = 

0.0006). However, there was no significant difference in the number of heroin 

infusions at this low dose (0.025mgkg) as it relates to paternal morphine history as 

well as no sire by day interaction (Figure 17E: effect of sire: F(1, 15) = 2.420, p = 

0.1406; interaction: F(9, 108) = 0.3279, p = 0.9641). Adolescent female offspring also 

showed no significant difference in heroin self-administration under the 

progressive ratio schedule of reinforcement (Figure 17F; U = 18.50, p = 0.4709).  

At the higher dose of heroin (0.05mgkg), adolescent female rats of both 

siring groups showed increased heroin self-administration over the 10-day 
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acquisition phase (Figure 17G; effect of day: F(1.199, 15.58) = 5.179, p = 0.0321). 

However, there was no difference in heroin infusions related to paternal morphine 

history as well as no interaction (effect of sire: F(1, 13) = 0.03275, p = 0.8592; 

interaction: F(9, 117) = 0.5394, p = 0.8432). Additionally, paternal morphine exposure 

had no effect on the number of infusions adolescent female offspring earned under 

a progressive ratio schedule at this dose (Figure 17H; U = 17.50, p = 0.2839). 

These results suggest that paternal morphine history does not impact the self-

administration of low and high dose heroin in adolescent female progeny.  
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Figure 17. Heroin self-administration and reinforcing efficacy of low and high dose heroin is intact in 
morphine-sired adolescent male and female rats. A. Similar to female progeny, paternal morphine 

exposure did not significantly enhance heroin self-administration at the low dose in morphine-sired adolescent 
male rats. B. In line with these results, morphine-sired rats took similar amounts of heroin infusions compared 
to saline-sired rats under a progressive ratio schedule. C. There was no difference in heroin infusions between 
saline-sired and morphine-sired male rats at the 0.050mg/kg dose. D. Paternal morphine consumption did not 

alter morphine self-administration at the higher dose in male rats under a progressive ratio schedule of 
reinforcement. E. Paternal morphine consumption did not alter the acquisition of heroin self-administration in 
adolescent female rats at the 0.025mg/kg dose. F. Under the progressive schedule of reinforcement, saline-
sired and morphine-sired  female rats took similar amounts of heroin infusions. G. At the 0.050mg/kg dose, 
heroin self-administration was intact in female rats. H. There was no difference between saline-sired and 

morphine-sired female rats when they were switched to a progressive ratio schedule. Data are expressed as 
the mean ± S.E.M. *p < 0.05.   
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Paternal morphine exposure does not alter cocaine self-administration in 

adolescent offspring   

For male adolescent offspring, both groups gradually self-administered 

higher amounts of cocaine infusions over the 10-day acquisition period (Figure 

18A: effect of day: F(1.444, 15.89) = 13.92, p = 0.0008) but this effect was not 

influenced by paternal morphine history (effect of sire: F(1, 11) = 0.4380, p = 0.5217; 

interaction: F(9, 99) = 0.9951, p = 0.4492). Consistent with these results, paternal 

morphine history had no effect on motivation to self-administer cocaine in 

adolescent male offspring under the progressive ratio schedule (Figure 18B; effect 

of sire: U = 15.50, p = 0.4551). Analysis of the results for adolescent female 

offspring were similar in that (Figure 18C), a 2-way ANOVA revealed a significant 

increase in self-administered cocaine infusions over the 10-day acquisition period 

(effect of day: F(1.666, 28.33) = 17.38, p < 0.0001). There was no significant main effect 

of paternal morphine history and no interaction (effect of sire: F(1, 17) = 0.04710, p 

= 0.8308; interaction: F(9, 153) = 0.8214, p = 0.5973). During the progressive ratio 

test, there was no significant difference in motivation to self-administer cocaine 

between saline-sired and morphine-sired adolescent female offspring (Figure 

18D; effect of sire: U = 39.50, p = 0.6546). These data indicate that paternal 

morphine history does not influence cocaine self-administration in adolescent male 

and female offspring.   
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Figure 18. Cocaine self-administration is not altered in male and 
female offspring derived from sires with a history of morphine 
exposure. A. Similar to female progeny, paternal morphine exposure 

did not alter cocaine self-administration in morphine-sired adolescent 
male rats. B. In line with these results, morphine-sired rats took similar 

amounts of cocaine infusions compared to saline-sired rats under a 
progressive ratio schedule. C. Paternal morphine consumption did not 

alter the acquisition of cocaine self-administration in adolescent female 
rats. D. Under the progressive schedule of reinforcement, saline-sired 

and morphine-sired  female rats took similar amounts of cocaine 
infusions. Data are expressed as the mean ± S.E.M. *p < 0.05.   
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Discussion 

The purpose of this study was to examine the effects of paternal morphine 

exposure on heroin or cocaine self-administration in adolescent male and female 

progeny. Unlike our adult findings mentioned earlier in this dissertation, we found 

that paternal morphine exposure does not impact heroin acquisition or the 

reinforcing efficacy of heroin in either male or female adolescent offspring. Cocaine 

self-administration in adolescent offspring was also not influenced by paternal 

morphine history.   

We hypothesized that our adolescent morphine-sired male offspring would 

show the same vulnerable addiction-like behavioral phenotype similar to adult 

male offspring of the same siring. However, our results failed to support our 

hypothesis. This lack of an effect may be due to the distinct developmental 

changes in reward circuitry between adolescent and adult rodents [238]. During 

the transition from adolescence to adulthood, the rat and human brain undergoes 

considerable remodeling in neurotransmitter and receptor production within 

reward-related brain regions [239, 240]. For example dopamine producing neurons 

in the ventral tegmental area and within the mesolimbic pathway are robustly 

increased during adolescence [241]. The expression of mu-opioid receptors in the 

NAc and other forebrain regions increases to adult levels by postnatal day 30 [242], 

and DAMGO has been shown to bind with the same affinity to mu-opioid receptors 

in the NAc in adolescent and adult rats [243]. However, adolescents rats tend to 

have less receptor activation of G-proteins compared to adults [242] which could 

potentially attenuate the effects of mu-opioid agonists such as heroin.  
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With regards to the dopamine circuitry in the reward pathway, multiple 

studies report marked overproduction of synapses followed by profound pruning 

of these connections from adolescence to adulthood [239, 241]. Developing 

rodents undergo massive decreases in gray matter in limbic structures and 

neocortical brain regions [239]. In general, these changes begin primarily in the 

mesolimbic region of the brain and progress to prefrontal regions. It is thought that 

this change is due to synaptic pruning or elimination of unnecessary neural 

connections [244, 245]. As synaptic pruning occurs, myelination of axons connects 

gray matter regions to allow for more efficient communication between brain 

regions [246]. Differences in the development of these two neural systems are 

believed to leave adolescents more vulnerable to not only initiate risk-taking 

behaviors like drug use but to escalate their use over time [247]. The dopamine 

neurons that project from the VTA to NAc are thought to drive drug taking behavior 

[248, 249]. However, these neurons also under massive pruning from adolescence 

to adulthood [250]. Therefore, it is possible that elimination of these neurons 

prevented this maladaptive phenotype from appearing during adolescence.   

Another interesting discovery in the current study was that adolescent rats, 

regardless of siring, showed a gradual escalation in heroin consumption at the low 

and high dose over 10-day session. Escalation of drug intake has been suggested 

to model the transition from controlled drug intake to compulsive drug seeking, a 

key distinguishing feature of drug addiction [251]. It is noteworthy that this pattern 

of drug intake has been mostly demonstrated in rats that self-administered either 

heroin or cocaine using varying periods of access, with 12-hrs being the optimal 
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time [182, 251, 252]. In the current study, this effect was observed using a fixed 

ratio schedule and short daily access for heroin (3hrs) and cocaine (2hrs). Thus, 

the present results suggest adolescent offspring regardless of siring are 

hypersensitive to the rewarding effects of heroin. This is consistent with previous 

literature showing opioid-stimulated motor activity and sensitivity [253, 254].   

Paternal morphine exposure also did not influence the number of cocaine 

infusions in adolescent male and female rats. These results extend previous 

findings in adults that showed cocaine self-administration is unchanged in 

morphine-sired male and female offspring. Cocaine infusions gradually increased 

across the 10-day acquisition period for male and female offspring, suggesting 

greater sensitivity to cocaine in adolescent rodents. Based on previous research 

[214, 255] in adult female rats, cocaine’s reinforcing effects are modulated by 

changes in progesterone and estrogen [256, 257]. More specifically, there are 

robust changes in estradiol and progesterone during adolescence which influence 

the expression of known sex-differences between male and female offspring  to 

psychostimulant drugs. The present study found no sex-difference between male 

and female, regardless of siring.  

Normal baseline levels of mu-opioid receptor binding in both the ventral 

tegmental area (VTA) and nucleus accumbens (NAc) may explain the intact heroin 

self-administration behavior observed in adolescent morphine-sired offspring. The 

mu-opioid receptor is one of the three (mu, delta, and kappa) main class of opioid 

receptors in the central nervous system. The receptor is thought to be the primary 

mediator for addiction-related processes associated with endogenous and 
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exogenous opioids [228]. Mu-opioid receptors are highly expressed in the VTA and 

NAc [258]. Strong evidence indicates that VTA produces reward by increasing 

dopamine in the NAc whereas mu stimulation in the NAc work by inhibiting 

activation of medium spiny neurons [259]. Future studies are needed to confirm 

that there is normal expression and activation of these receptors.   
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CHAPTER 6 

 THE EFFECT OF PATERNAL MORPHINE EXPOSURE ON ADULT 

INCUBATION OF HEROIN CRAVING 

Abstract 

Paternal morphine exposure has been shown to increase morphine-taking in male 

offspring. However, according to the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental 

Disorders, craving and relapse are also important hallmarks of the chronic 

condition of addiction. To address whether offspring of morphine-exposed fathers 

have an altered propensity to relapse, male and female offspring were assessed 

for heroin seeking and relapse using the incubation of craving paradigm model. 

Adult saline-sired and morphine-sired rats self-administered heroin (0.10mg/kg) on 

a fixed ratio 1 (FR1) schedule of reinforcement 12-hrs/daily for 10 days, followed 

by relapse tests after 1, 15, and 30 days. Incubation of craving was observed in 

offspring of both sexes. In male and female rats, heroin seeking was higher on 

abstinence days 15 and 30 than day 1 (incubation of heroin craving), regardless 

of siring. In morphine-sired male rats, heroin seeking was significantly less than 

controls on all abstinence days. Together, these results demonstrate that male and 

female offspring of morphine-exposed sires show time-dependent increases in 

heroin seeking during abstinence. In male rats, the time-dependent increase in 

heroin seeking is significantly less than control and is influenced by paternal 

morphine history.      
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Introduction 

Multigenerational studies aimed at examining the neural substrates of 

reward in offspring show that paternal morphine exposure can result in changes in 

opioid consumption in offspring [167, 168]. However, according to the Diagnostic 

and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, craving and relapse are also critical 

features of human addiction [260]. To date, no preclinical studies have investigated 

whether drug craving and relapse behavior is altered in morphine-sired offspring. 

In humans, relapse can be precipitated by exposure to cues previously associated 

with drug use [261, 262]. Furthermore, having a family history of substance use is 

known to markedly increase the risk of relapse [263]. In rodent, this phenomenon, 

termed incubation of craving, was observed after prolonged force abstinence from 

heroin as well as other abused drugs [264-267].  

 Incubation of craving is a behavioral phenomenon in which time-dependent 

increases in cue-elicited drug-craving occurs as drug-abstinence progressively 

increases [268]. To model this behavior in the laboratory, animals first undergo a 

period of self-administration in which they are allowed daily access to a drug or 

natural reinforcer (sucrose). The duration the animal will have access to the 

reinforcer varies. Some studies employ a short-access model (1-3hour access) 

[185, 269] whereas others use long access (6-12hour access) [264, 270]. Drug 

self-administration is paired with a discreet cue for certain number of hours per 

day. Following drug administration, rats undergo forced abstinence that is thought 

to model in-patient treatment in clinical populations. Multiple reports have shown 

that cue-induced drug-seeking behavior, as measured by active lever presses, 
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increases in a time-dependent manner during the abstinence phase from a drug 

[271, 272].  

The exact molecular underpinnings that drive incubation of craving have not 

been elucidated. For opioid addiction researchers, this is an important 

consideration because drug taking, and drug seeking are two distinct behaviors 

that involve distinct subregions in brain. Specifically, morphine self-administration 

is mediated in part through mu-opioid receptor activation in the ventral tegmental 

area (VTA) whereas the nucleus accumbens (NAc) core is critical for morphine 

seeking and cue-induced reinstatement [273, 274]. Identifying potential disruption 

in circuits involved in drug craving is critical for understanding the long-term effects 

of paternal morphine exposure on reward processing in offspring.  

To this end, the purpose of this study is to lay the behavioral foundation on 

which future studies can be used to Identify the neural adaptations that underlie 

relapse liability using a multigenerational model of paternal morphine exposure. 

Such studies will ultimately lead to a better neurobiological understanding of what 

drives offspring of recovering opioid addicts to drug use. Inspired by our previous 

findings showing that paternal morphine exposure produces a vulnerable 

addiction-related phenotype in males, we hypothesize that males in the current 

study will show altered relapse behavior as measured using the incubation of 

craving paradigm.  

Materials and Methods  

Generation of adult F1 rats 
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For this experiment, adult offspring derived from morphine-exposed sires 

were used. Control rats were born from saline-exposed sires. Offspring were 

paired housed and handled daily prior to the start of the drug self-administration 

experiments. All rats had ad libitum access to water and standard laboratory chow. 

The Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of Temple University approved 

all animal care and experiments. 

Drugs 

Heroin sulfate was gifted by the NIDA drug supply and was dissolved in 

sterile 0.9% saline.  

Self-administration 

Catheterizations surgery 

Rats were anesthetized and the jugular vein was catheterized according to 

previous methods [139]. Catheters were flushed daily with 0.2 mL of timentin (0.93 

mg/mL) dissolved in heparinized saline to prevent clogging.  

Heroin self-administration 

During self-administration, all rats were in the operant chambers with 

access to food and water from 9:00 PM to 9:00 AM (12-hour self-administration 

sessions during the dark cycle). Morphine-sired and saline-sired rats self-

administered heroin (0.10 mg/kg/infusion over 5 seconds) on a fixed ratio 1 (FR1) 

schedule. A 5-second cue light was activated during infusion delivery, followed by 

a 20-second timeout during which responses were recorded, but no drug was 

delivered. There was a maximum of 75 infusions per session. An “inactive lever” 
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with no programmed consequence was collected but not included in the current 

study.  

Abstinence phase 

Following self-administration, all rats underwent 24 hours, 15 days, and 30 

days of forced abstinence in a between-subjects design. During the abstinence 

period, rats were housed with ad libitum access to food and water but had no 

access to the self-administration chambers and were handled regularly.  

Relapse tests 

At the end of each abstinence time point, rats were tested for heroin seeking 

and cue-induced reinstatement during a 30-minute cue test. This test was 

conducted by reintroducing rats to the operant chambers and measuring active 

responding in the presence of a light cue, with no infusion of heroin. The number 

of active lever presses is defined as the measure of drug seeking in incubation of 

craving studies [275, 276].   

Statistical Analyses 

GraphPad Prism (version 9.0.1) was used for ANOVAs. Two-way repeated-

measures ANOVAs were used to compare infusions during the heroin self-

administration phase as well as active lever responses during the Day 1, 15, and 

30 cue tests. Lever (active vs. inactive) was used as the within-subject factor, and 

abstinence condition (Day 1, vs. Day 15 vs. Day 30) was used as the between-

subjects factor. In all cases, if a significant interaction was found post-hoc 

comparisons were made using Bonferroni’s multiple comparisons test.  
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Results 

The effects of paternal morphine history on incubation of heroin craving in 

offspring and relapse tests  

 Infusion data were analyzed for male and female offspring using a 2-way 

ANOVA with the between-subjects factors of sire (saline-sired and morphine-sired) 

and within-subjects factors of day (Days 1-10). For this study, all rats were given 

access to a lower dose of heroin (0.10mg/kg) that did not previously produce any 

significant difference in self-administration between male or female rats based on 

siring. There was no significant difference in morphine infusions based on paternal 

history, abstinence day, and no interaction Figure 19A: effect of sire: F(1, 18) = 

1.662, p = 0.2136; effect of abstinence day: F(9, 162) = 1.262, p = 0.2614; interaction: 

F(9, 162) = 1.130, p = 0.3443). A 2-way ANOVA revealed that active lever presses 

were higher at abstinence days 15 and 30 compared to day 1 (Figure 19B: effect 

of abstinence day: F(1.433, 25.07) = 30.97, p < 0.0001; abstinence day 1 vs. abstinence 

day 15: adjusted p < 0.0001; abstinence day 1 vs. abstinence day 30: adjusted p 

< 0.0001). Furthermore, there was a significant main effect of sire (effect of sire: 

F(1, 18) = 5.976, p = 0.0250) but no sire by abstinence day interaction (interaction: 

F(2, 35) = 2.298, p = 0.1154). Although heroin craving occurred in both groups of 

male offspring, the results indicate that  on average morphine-sired males (M = 

15.87) had reduced active lever presses compared to controls (M = 28.30) during 

each heroin craving test.   

The results revealed that female offspring did not escalate their heroin self-

administration during the acquisition period. This was not influenced by paternal 
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morphine history and no interaction was observed (Figure 19C: effect of sire: F(1, 

11) = 0.7044, p = 0.4192; effect of abstinence day: F(9, 99) = 0.9488, p = 0.4870; 

interaction: F(9, 99) = 0.7692, p = 0.6450). Following heroin self-administration, adult 

female offspring first underwent forced abstinence in their home cage for 1, 15, 

and 30 days followed by heroin relapse tests. During these tests, a 2-way ANOVA 

revealed active lever pressing was significantly higher at days 15 and 30 compared 

to day 1 (Figure 19D: effect of abstinence day: F(1.333, 14.66) = 12.75, p = 0.0016; 

abstinence day 1 vs. abstinence day 15: adjusted p = 0.0009; abstinence day 1 

vs. abstinence day 30: adjusted p = 0.0176). However, there was no main effect 

of sire and no sire by abstinence day interaction (Figure 19D: effect of sire: F(1, 11) 

= 0.001814, p = 0.9668; interaction: F(2, 22) = 0.3031, p = 0.7416). These results 

indicate that incubation of heroin seeking occurred in saline-sired and morphine-

sired female offspring.   
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Figure 19. Heroin self-administration and incubation of morphine craving in male 
and female offspring of morphine-exposed sires. (A) Heroin self-administration was 
similar for saline-sired and morphine-sired male progeny over the 10 day session. (B)

Both groups of male offspring demonstrated incubation of heroin craving, as measured 
by increased active lever pressing on day 15 and 30 of abstinence compared to day 1. 
Additionally, morphine-sired males extinguished their active lever pressing as the 
abstinence period progressed. (C) Saline-sired and morphine-sired female offspring 
earned similar amounts of heroin infusion over the 10 day session. (D) Incubation of 

heroin craving occurred in both groups of female offspring as demonstrated by 
increased active lever presses at abstinence day 15 and 30, compared to day 1.  
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Discussion 

 In the present study, we examined whether paternal morphine history would 

influence heroin seeking and relapse using the incubation of craving paradigm. 

First, we showed that paternal morphine exposure did not alter the self-

administration of heroin at the 0.10 mg/kg dose in male and female offspring. Next, 

incubation of heroin craving was observed in all offspring of both sexes. However, 

there was a significant reduction in active lever responding in morphine-sired male 

offspring during the seeking tests. Together, these data suggest that paternal 

morphine self-administration may affect cue-induced heroin seeking behavior in 

male but not female offspring.    

Our laboratory has previously shown that adult male offspring from 

morphine-exposed sires self-administer more morphine infusions compared 

controls. Here, we showed no difference in opioid consumption between saline-

sired and morphine-sired male rats (as well as female) during the acquisition 

phase. The dose of heroin was intentionally chosen for this study so that our 

interpretation of any observable difference in opioid-seeking behavior would be 

based solely on paternal morphine history rather than differences in drug 

acquisition. For the relapse tests, we observed lower cue-induced active lever 

responding in morphine-sired male offspring compared to control. This behavioral 

effect could be explained by the environment under which offspring experienced 

forced abstinence. Thiel et al (2012) showed that exposing rats to an enriched 

environment (group housing, ad libitum food, toys, etc.) significantly reduced cue-

induced cocaine seeking following both 1 and 21 days of withdrawal but did not 
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completely block incubation of cocaine craving [277]. In the current study, offspring 

were paired housed, handled daily, and received enrichment toys throughout the 

abstinence phase. Although previous studies demonstrate that paternal morphine 

exposure enhances the rewarding effects of opioid in subsequent generations [18], 

it is possible that it could also produce a protective effect in the face of forced 

abstinence in an enriched environment.  

Interestingly, one previous preclinical report showed similar findings for 

alcohol craving in alcohol-sired male offspring [278]. Importantly, the design of this 

incubation of alcohol craving experiment differed from our study in that both sires 

and offspring experienced an abstinence phase that was accompanied by 

punishment in the form of a footshock. Taken together, these results indicates that 

paternal drug exposure protects against vulnerability to relapse in male offspring. 

Although not directly tested in either study, previous research has implicated a role 

for paternally-derived epigenetic mechanisms in protecting against addiction-

related behaviors in offspring [43, 279, 280]. An important question for future 

research is whether an enriched environment is necessary to reduce active lever 

pressing in morphine-sired males.   

In conclusion, the present study provides evidence showing the 

intergenerational effects of paternal morphine self-administration on heroin-

seeking behavior in male offspring. Interestingly, results from our laboratory as well 

as others have shown that paternal morphine exposure produces a considerable 

number of sex-specific effects in male offspring. Although the exact mechanisms 

involved has yet to be elucidated, future studies should tailor their rodent studies 
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to uncover potential epigenetic modification involved in paternal transmission of 

addiction-related phenotypes.  
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General Conclusions and Future Research 

In summary, the research presented in this dissertation had one main focus: 

to characterize the long-term intergenerational consequences of paternal 

morphine exposure on addiction-related outcomes in offspring. Overall, this 

research has laid the behavioral foundation for future studies focused on 

delineating the specific mechanisms involved in the transmission of paternal 

morphine exposure across generations.  

The introduction of this dissertation provided an overview on what is known 

about multigenerational epigenetic inheritance in the context of paternal drug 

exposure. Across all drug classes, multiple reports suggest a link between 

ancestral paternal insults and impairments in their children [18]. Studying the 

paternal lineage allows researchers to remove many of the confounds associated 

with in utero exposure. For instance, even a single episode of maternal separation 

or drug exposure prior to conception has been shown to alter drug consumption in 

offspring [97, 281]. Another major advantage with studying the paternal lineage is 

the fact that male rodents typically do not engage in parental care directly with their 

offspring. Thus, in these paternal exposure studies, males are only able to pass 

on their life experiences that must be present in his sperm [282].  

The experiments in the second and third chapter were designed to examine 

the intergenerational consequences of paternal morphine exposure on morphine’s 

antinociceptive as well as rewarding effects in progeny. Specifically, in chapter two, 

we designed a quantitative and objective rat “pain scale” to assess morphine’s pain 

reducing effects in a multigenerational model of paternal morphine self-
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administration. We found that male morphine-sired progeny had no baseline 

changes in response to a painful pinprick to their hind paw but were more sensitive 

over time to the pain-relieving effects of morphine. Additionally, in periaqueductal 

grey, an important pain-related brain region, there were decreased gene 

expression changes in regulators of G-protein signaling proteins that could partly 

account for this phenotype. Results in chapter three demonstrated that male 

offspring self-administer more morphine than controls. This effect was specific to 

morphine as cocaine or sucrose self-administration was unaffected. Additionally, 

mu-opioid receptors, which mediate positive reinforcement following activation by 

morphine, are more expressed in the ventral tegmental area – a midbrain structure 

important for reward-related behavior – in drug-naïve morphine-sired male 

progeny. Taken together, these last two findings strongly suggest that paternal 

morphine exposure can produce intergenerational effects in offspring that 

influence neural systems associated with drug reward vulnerability and pain 

sensitivity. Mechanistically, inheritance of this phenotype can be explained by 

potential epigenetic transfer of information along the paternal lineage, that 

ultimately shaped brain development in a sex-specific manner.  

The experiment in chapter four was built off of results in chapter three. Using 

the multigenerational paternal morphine exposure model, we asked whether the 

behavioral effects we observed in male offspring would persist if sire received an 

abstinence period of 90 days (cycle and a half of rat spermatogenesis) prior to 

mating with naïve dams. This manipulation results in morphine-sired males taking 

morphine infusions at similar levels to controls. There was no impact on female 
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offspring. This result suggested that the germline reprogramming events stemming 

from paternal morphine exposure were not permanent and could be restored if 

sires abstain from morphine prior to mating. This is the first study to experimentally 

address this question.  

The experiment in chapter five also built off the results in chapter three. We 

tested whether the adolescent offspring of morphine-exposed fathers would exhibit 

altered reward sensitivity to opioids. We found that all of our adolescents were 

more sensitive to heroin and cocaine reward. However, there was no significant 

difference in heroin or cocaine consumption between saline-sired and morphine-

sired rats of both sexes. We reasoned these results could be explained distinct 

age-specific maturational changes - namely neuronal pruning, reduced mu-opioid 

receptor activation, metabolic differences  - between adolescent and adult 

morphine-sired offspring.   

Lastly, chapter 6 examined a critical feature of the addiction process, 

relapse to drug-seeking. Using the incubation of craving model, we found that all 

rat offspring exhibited time-dependent increases in heroin seeking. However, there 

was less active lever pressing in morphine-sired male rats compared to saline 

controls during each test for heroin-seeking. This suggest that morphine-sired 

males may be less prone to relapse as abstinence from heroin increases over time. 

These results were consistent with one other study.   

 Overall, this dissertation reveals many important implications for 

generational substance use disorders. Indeed, individuals who grew up with a 

parent who had a substance use disorder are more likely to abuse illicit substances 
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later in life [283-285]. The development of drug addiction is thought to be 

influenced by three intertwined factors: First, indisputable evidence supports the 

fact that genetics play a role in the development of addiction. For example, 

protection from developing an alcohol use disorder has been attributed to the gene 

aldehyde dehydrogenase 2 (ALFH2) [286]. Moreover, some individuals at higher 

risk for abusing substances may be more genetically prone to exhibit problems 

related to emotional control, impulsivity, and executive functioning [287]. However, 

due to the complexity of these disorders, researchers estimate that genetics 

accounts for 40 to 60 percent of a person’s vulnerability to addiction [288].  Second, 

environmental factors including growing up in an environment or home where drug 

use is common will shape a person’s inclination towards addiction. Lastly, 

epigenetic mechanisms has been recognized as potential mediators of gene-

environment interaction that can relay signals from the environment to genes to 

regulate their expression [289]. Of these mechanism, DNA methylation, histone 

modifications and non-coding RNAs are the most popular candidates [290, 291] 

Taken together, the possibility of developing a substance use disorder, that is 

known to run in one’s family, can be accounted for, in part,  by epigenetic 

mechanisms that are transmitted from parent to offspring. These epigenetic 

mechanisms can induce changes in the brain’s reward and pain system that in turn 

influence behavioral responses to drugs.    

Future direction: The findings in this dissertation lend themselves to several 

important follow-up studies. Broadly, to determine true transgenerational 

epigenetic inheritance, future studies are needed to 1) determine how paternal 
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morphine exposure influences soma-to-germline communication; 2) how germ 

cells drive mechanistic programming at earlier stages in development; 3) how 

paternal-derived epigenetic information ultimately shapes the adolescent and adult 

brain and behavior; and 4) examine whether these paternal effects extend to the 

grand-offspring. Future studies are also needed to completely characterize gene 

expression with RNA sequencing in additional reward-related brain regions such 

the prefrontal cortex or hippocampus followed by high throughput techniques such 

as ATAC-sequencing to determine DNA accessibility across the genome. Such 

techniques will allow researchers to identify the genetic and epigenetic alterations 

in morphine-sired male offspring. Given that all our effects were specific to male 

offspring, future studies should also examine whether Y chromosome encoded 

genes are affects by chronic morphine in the early embryo. Another future study 

could separate X and Y chromosomes bearing sperm with flow cytometry to 

compare epigenetic marks between sperm population to ultimately discovery sex-

specific effects.   

Implications: Overall, the work in this dissertation and future studies will have 

profound public health implication as it pertains to the paternal environment.   

Although the majority of biologist ridiculed his theories, mounting empirical 

evidence is supporting the claims made by Jean-Baptiste Lamarck. Lamarck 

proposed the inheritance of acquired characteristics that argued that in addition to 

genes, the everyday experiences of our parents are also inherited. This has huge 

implications for human health, and heavily conflicts with everything that has been 

understood about inheritance since Charles Darwin and Gregor Mendel. Stated in 
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lay terms, epigenetic inheritance implies that what we are doing now and how 

we’re living our lives is going to have consequences not just for our children but 

also our grand and great-grandchildren. These choices can be experienced by 

both our mother and father. If researchers are to succeed in identifying early 

problematic epigenetic biomarkers that are transmitted from an addicted parent to 

child, this could lead to prevention strategies aimed at lessening the disadvantages 

that might be written onto the child’s genetic material.  
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